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PRESIDENT’S
INTRODUCTION
The return to shinty was certainly a significant challenge for
my first year as president. However, I’m proud to say that
the Board, staff and the wider shinty community rose to the
challenge and met the majority of our targets by completing
all the senior and junior cup competitions. The only regret was
that we could not complete the MOWI abbreviated leagues
due to COVID cancellations. We cannot thank MOWI enough
for their support as the leagues, even though not competed,
provided the base structure for the cup competitions to be
built on. Competing the MOWI leagues is a key aim for the
Board in season 2022 and something we are determined to
deliver.
The cup competitions provided many memorable
moments, not least Kinlochshiel adding both the MacTavish
and Camanachd Cups to their roll of honour. Hearty
congratulations to all our senior cup-winners – Kinlochshiel,
Kingussie, Kyles Athletic, Skye, Newtonmore and Lovat
– for their success. We were also grateful to our partners
at the BBC for televising the Macaulay Cup Final and the
Camanachd semi-finals and final.
We also carried out an extensive consultation exercise with
our members as we look to update and refresh our strategic
plan for 2022 to 2026. We are extremely grateful to the
individuals who joined our steering group and shinty is
fortunate indeed that we could draw upon chief executives,
directors and professors from leisure trusts, business, and
academia. The Shinty Ambassador programme also continues
to demonstrate it’s worth with Kate Bradley, one of the
original ambassadors, taking her place on the steering group.
It would be foolish to think that season 2022 will see a return
to “normal” or that COVID is behind us. With many experts
predicting that COVID will be with us for many years to come
and our best hope being a “flu” style annual vaccination

The 2021 season will be
remembered for three significant
milestones:
• A return to shinty after the hiatus
in 2020 due to COVID.
• 125th Anniversary of Tulloch
Homes Camanachd Cup.
• The 50th edition of the shinty
yearbook.

programme. However, it’s also worth reflecting the change
to a summer season piloted through by our Chieftain, John
MacKenzie, during his tenure as President, has shielded
shinty from much of the serious disruption experienced by
many other sports – so many thanks to John and his fellow
Board members who made this significant change.
If anything should give us hope that we can overcome COVID
then it is, perhaps, the Shinty Yearbook reaching the 50year mark. The Yearbook has had its share of setbacks with
content and finance being constant headaches. It had to
evolve from the initial structure of working under an editor
to a management committee with defined roles before
moving to a corporate publication under Camanachd
Association supervision. And yet despite these obstacles it
has endured and provided an invaluable historical record of
our great game.
I can remember my own introduction to the Yearbook vividly
when I bought the 1983 edition with my pocket-money from
Donald MacKenzie Newsagents, in the Square, Beauly. The
articles and photos were thrilling for a 12-year-old boy, and
to cap it all the late Beauly great, Sandy MacKay, and my
classmate, Angus MacLellan, both featured in it!
The shinty community owes a great debt to the late Peter
English whose foresight and drive brought the first shinty
yearbook to fruition. In his editorial he explained “… [T]he
need was recognised for a medium in which the great fund of
shinty lore and contemporary statistics on the game could be
recorded and in which ideas on the future planning of our ancient
game could be aired.” The yearbook has clearly excelled in
these objectives and I’m sure it will continue to do so for
many more years to come.
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CAMANACHD CUP
SPONSORSHIP
Tulloch Homes has boosted shinty’s recovery resources with
a deal to extend its sponsorship of the game’s top prize, the
Camanachd Cup, by a further two years.
Tulloch’s are already committed to sponsoring next year’s
Final at The Dell, Kingussie, but the new agreement will also
cover the 2023 fixture at Inverness plus the following one at
a venue to be determined by the Association.
“That will take us up to supporting a remarkable seven successive
Camanachd Finals”, said Tulloch Homes chief executive
George Fraser. “This is in addition to the pandemic year of
2020 when there was no competition but we still contributed
our sponsorship to help the game when it faced such a difficult
time financially."

“Shinty is part of the fabric
of the communities from
which we draw our business
and our workforce."
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”It’s been a pleasure to work with Camanachd Association
president Steven Mackenzie plus chief executive Derek Keir and
his management team who have shown great flexibility to enable
competitions to return and have the season completed."
“The partnership between the Association and Tulloch Homes is
strong and successful, which makes us all the more pleased to put
in place this extension. Hopefully, it gives the Association some
certainty and assurance going forward to assist in their planning
and development of Scotland’s oldest team sport.”
Camanachd Association president Steven Mackenzie said:
“We’re absolutely delighted to conclude this new agreement with
Tulloch Homes, who have proved to be such a true and trusted
friend of shinty"
“They are highly popular sponsors and, of course, George Fraser
is a Camanachd Cup legend who is helping to put something
back into the game he enjoyed so much."

CAMANACHD ASSOCIATION
CORPORATE SUMMARY
(2021)
The new vision for the Camanachd Association, as set out in
our new strategic plan 2022-2026, is to be a vibrant part of our
national culture and recognised as Scotland’s community sport.

THE CAMANACHD
ASSOCIATION’S 2020
ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
The Camanachd Association’s 2020 Annual Accounts report
a turnover of £352,819, a decrease of £261,749 from 2019
and a surplus for the year of £16,440 down from £26,910 in
2019. The associations reserves have increased to £172,852
as at the 31st of December 2020.
Due to the COVID pandemic the Association’s financial
target for 2020 was to minimise any potential financial loss.
The COVID pandemic put a halt to all competitions and
leagues for 2020. Our aim was therefore to reduce costs
where possible and secure funding where available in order
to balance the books for 2020.
As in previous years Sportscotland, the Scottish
Government’s National Agency for Sport continued
to be our largest contributor.
We only had partial membership in 2020, mainly for
youth level who were able to start training as the COVID
restrictions eased. Membership income therefore decreased
by £26,875.
Total expenditure in
2020 was £363,078
a decrease of
£228,183 on 2019.
Due to the pandemic, expenditure on
development and
competition decreased significantly
as did office costs and
travel expenditure.
The main cost for
the year being wages
remained at the same level as 2019 however the £31,207 of
government Job Retention Scheme funding helped to cover
some of these costs. We remained under the VAT de minimis
this year which has been a saving and corporation tax has
reduced to £4,508 for the year.

Inverness with Development Trophy

DEVELOPMENT
The Camanachd Association Development Team continues
to develop strong relationships with existing and new clubs
within the designated regions. The whole team are fully
committed to working with and on behalf of members in the
promotion and development of shinty across Scotland. We
do this by working with clubs to develop specific action plans
and working with club coaches and committees to progress
shinty in the local area. We were delighted to add Iain
Robinson & Les Kinvig to the team in 2021:

Graham Cormack
National Development
Manager

Paul MacArthur
Regional Development
Officer - Central

Ronald Ross
Regional Development
Manager

Katie Drain
Regional Development
Officer - North

Les Kinvig
Regional Development
Officer - West

Iain Robinson
Regional Development
Officer - Growth
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SPONSORSHIP

CUP FINALS

Sponsorship income decreased in 2020 by £60,975, this was
largely attributable to the pandemic with no income from the
business club and the postponement of all our competitions
and leagues. However, we were truly fortunate to have
ongoing support from the majority of our sponsors.

Due to the rescheduled season BBC ALBA were not able
to commit to the full complement of cup finals that we
have become accustomed to, however, there were still 4
televised matches and a new highlights package for the
Tulloch Homes Camanachd Cup Final.

MOWI our longest serving supporter of shinty and sponsor
showed incredible commitment for our work with their
continued support during this difficult period. Tulloch Homes
also continued their sponsorship and 2020 would have been
their fourth year as title sponsor on the Camanachd Cup.
Although the event did not happen in 2020 Tullochs fully
committed to their sponsorship for the year and have also
agreed to extend their sponsorship to 2024.

We continued to receive strong coverage in local newspapers as well as appearing in national newspapers
sporadically, including, The National, The Herald, The
Times and The Scotsman. In addition, we must give
thanks to The Oban Times, Press & Journal, WHFP,
Highland News, Ross-Shire Journal, Inverness Courier,
Strathspey and Badenoch Herald, Fife Today, Dunfermline
Press, Stornoway Gazette, Edinburgh Reporter & John
O’Groats Herald. These newspapers help us to deliver
shinty to communities right across Scotland and we
are, as ever, grateful for their coverage of our sport.

cottages.com agreed to carry forward their sponsorship of
the MacTavish Cup in 2020 to 2021 to support us through
the COVID Pandemic.
Liberty British Aluminum, now ALVANCE British Aluminum
Group Ltd sponsor also agreed to sponsor the Balliemore Cup
in 2021. Highland Industrial Supplies generously agreed to
sponsor the Sutherland Cup in 2020 although the event was
unable to go ahead. The business club was deferred in 2020
and will continue in 2022.
Due to the uncertainty that arose from the COVID pandemic
and the uncertainty over whether any shinty would be able to
be played, we faced a situation of damage limitation for 2020
with a hope that if shinty restarted we may be able to balance
the books for the year. In last year’s report we had projected a
loss of £30,000 for 2020, however with the generosity of our
sponsors together with the government financial assistance
through the JRS grants we have managed to report a surplus
for the year of £16,440. If it hadn’t been for this support, we
would have been faced with a large deficit for the year.
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The contribution of journalists and photographers is
vital to the continuation of our sport and for that we
thank them. Norman Strachan, who is retiring at the
end of this year, has made an invaluable contribution
this season, covering at least one match a week nearly
every week of the year, we wish him all the best.
At the start of the year funding was accessed through
the Digital Boost Grant to improve the website, we would
like to thank Lateral North for their work on the website
which has enhanced the functionality and aesthetics of
the website. One of the most exciting functions of the
new website is the ClubHub – this allows our member
clubs to post to their section of our website any news
or information about the club that they so desire, free
of charge. We have already seen many clubs take up
this exciting opportunity and hope to grow this function
in 2022.

SEASON
The 2021 Season was a “Year Like No Other”,
the fact that all eight Cup Competitions were
completed and nearly 150 league fixtures played
despite all the challenges which arose is truly
amazing. Thanks must go to all teams that took
the field and to the Clubs for the acceptance when
some fixtures were postponed due to COVID
Restrictions.
At senior level, 442 fixtures were scheduled in
2021, of these 251 went ahead this equates to
57%. 191 fixtures were cancelled, and one fixture
was abandoned. Of the 191 cancelled fixtures,
97 were because of COVID therefore 51% of
cancelled fixtures were COVID Related.
Unavoidable issues related to the pandemic meant
that a full card of youth fixtures was not possible,
however, the following competitions did go ahead
after consultation with clubs and schools:

MacKay Cup Open Draw
14 teams – final played on 18th June. Virgin Money
sponsored this year’s competition. The winners
were Newtonmore Primary School.

CA Club competition
14 teams entered. Final took place on Tuesday
14th September. The winners were Newtonmore
Camanachd Club

The U14 leagues
Development competitions are scheduled to
conclude incomplete due to COVID restrictions.

Tulloch Cup
Local area festivals – leading to National finals day.
Final took place on Wednesday 8th September.
The winners were Newtonmore Primary School.

The U14 MacMaster Cup
11 teams - final took place on Saturday 18th
September. Winners were Skye Camanachd Club

The MacQuisten Cup
The winner of which was Oban Camanachd.

The MacTavish U17 Cup
The winner of which was Beauly.
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SHINTY HERALD
No. 2468

NOVEMBER 1970

1971 EDITORIAL
In

November 1970, a suggestion that an attempt be made
to launch, popular annual publication on shinty was made
at a meeting of the North of Scotland Shinty Association in
Inverness. The need was recognised for a medium in which
the great fund of shinty lore and contemporary statistics on
the game could be recorded and in which ideas on the future
planning of our ancient game could be aired.
The first “Shinty Yearbook” has been prepared with these
objectives in mind. It is hoped that it will appeal to all age
groups and that the ladies too will find in it some items to
interest them. It is difficult in an effort of this kind to give
comprehensive coverage to all aspects of the game and to
all areas in which the game is played. There is no doubt that
omissions have been made, such as team lists of specific
schools. You readers will be more aware of these omissions
than I and you can avoid such anomalies in subsequent
‘yearbooks’ by sending relevant material to me.
It is to be hoped that this publication will, indeed, become
an ‘annual’ occurance. There is no doubt whatsoever in my
mind that a wealth of historical and contemporary material
is available to make an annual publication possible and if the
response to requests for material will be as enthusiastic in the
future as it has been in the present case, then the future of the
venture should be ensured. Accordingly, any contributions for
the 1972 Yearbook will be greatly welcomed and the sooner
they arrive, the easier the preparation be. I should also like to
have from readers any criticisms of the 1971 Yearbook and
any suggestions you may have which will help subsequent
Yearbooks meet popular demand. - Peter English

Two-and-a-half Pence

MESSAGE FROM
THE CHIEF OF
THE CAMANACHD
ASSOCIATION
I

am deeply grateful for having been invited to write a
brief message in the first ‘Shinty Yearbook’. I would like to
say how much I appreciate the tremendous effort made by
the Editor, Dr. Peter English, and all those who have made
worthwhile contributions to this notable publication.

A great deal of enthusiasm and energy has been devoted for
many years to the task of keeping the game of shinty alive in
Scotland. It is one aspect of our heritage of which we in The
Camanachd Association are the trustees in this generation. It
is for us to honour this trust, maintain it and hand it over to
those who come after us so that it will go from strength
to strength.
In these days of rising costs—not to mention an iniquitous
tax—we must have more money to carry on our national
game. Our funds are totally inadequate to permit of our
commitments being performed efficiently. So is my duty as
Chief to appeal to all players, young and old, and all those
wish to support a deserving cause to share with the Editor the
superb enthusiasm which he has brought into this voluntary
work, and ensure that every single copy is sold.
Gu ma fada mhaireas Camanachd.
Donald Thomson, Oban

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The

North of Scotland Shinty Association is deeply
grateful to The Highlands and Islands Development
Board for providing financial assistance to make possible
the publication of several hundred copies of the ‘Shinty
Yearbook 1971’ in addition to the total number which clubs
have under taken to purchase. The encouragement and help
of the Board staff in this venture is also much appreciated.
The production of this Yearbook would not have been
possible were it for the magnificent voluntary efforts of the
contributors and to all of them the Editor is due his grateful
thanks for their encouragement and for their contributions.
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To Mr. Iain Fullerton, who voluntarily contributed most of
the photographs, Mr. Murdo Campbell, who collected the
statistics on school player ‘pools’ and Mr. J.W. Campbell,
who prepared the MacGillivray League statistics, the Editor
is much indebted.
Finally, grateful thanks are due to all clubs who gave a
commitment to purchase a given number of copies of
the ‘Yearbook’. Without such a commitment and their
encouragement, the publication of the ‘Yearbook’ would not
have been possible.

BOARD AND STAFF ARE
INVIGORATED BY NEW BLOOD
Newtonmore & U21
International Iain Robinson
was also welcomed to the
team in a new exciting role
as Regional Development
Officer, Growth.

Former Scotland Captain and Badenoch star Kirsty
Deans is the newest member of the Camanachd
Association Board of Directors.
She grew up in Kingussie and is still based there, currently teaching PE at Forres Academy. She has played
for Badenoch Ladies since 2008 when the club was
formed and has enjoyed a great deal of success in doing
so, winning the Mowi Valerie Fraser Camanachd Cup on
2 occasions and enjoying her first league victory in 2019.
Kirsty is also a multi-time Scotland international, having
made her debut in 2009 she first captained the national
team in 2018. Despite her proficiency with a caman,
Kirsty also boasts great technique with a football and
currently plays with Inverness Caledonian Thistle.
Her role as a teacher undoubtedly prepares her well
for the Club Leadership & Young People portfolio she
will be taking on and we look forward to the further
development of our successful School of Shinty
programme.

Iain is someone who
has been passionate
about shinty since a
very young age having
played for Newtonmore
since the beginning of
Primary school. Iain has
also represented the
national side on numerous
occasions at under 18 and
under 21 level with great
success, having captained the under 18s in 2017. As well as a
player, Iain has also made strides in coaching within his role
as Assistant Manager of the Badenoch Ladies Shinty Club.
Working alongside Newtonmore’s former Camanachd cup
winning Captain, Scott Campbell, the duo have led the club
from strength to strength through their tenure in charge. This
has been illustrated through Mowi Valeri Fraser Camanachd
Cup glory in 2018 and the clubs very first league title in 2019.
Iain’s passion for shinty is evident through the commitment
he has shown towards his duties.

The Camanachd Association staff also received a boost
in 2021 as two new members of staff joined to take the
team to 10. Firstly, Les Kinvig has been hired to the role
of Regional Development Officer (West) which will be
based in Argyll and Bute and the post has the focus
of supporting clubs in their efforts to restart shinty,
on creating new opportunities to engage the wider
community and to support the continued effort
to provide organised and high-quality experiences
in shinty.
Les said:“I am delighted to be at the Camanachd
Association and excited about getting to work to enhance
opportunities to play shinty in Argyll & Bute. I already have
strong relationships with many of the clubs in the area and
I look forward to fostering them and driving progression in
the area.”

Finally, in 2020 (but unreported in yearbook format due to
pandemic) former Skye player, Highland Councillor John
Finlayson was re-elected to board and retains his role of
Facilities & Communications Director (North) & Lyndsay
Bradley was re-elected to board in 2021 with the portfolio,
Officials & Women’s Shinty.
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LOVAT RETAIN
BRAGGING RIGHTS
There was no Lovat Cup in 2021 so we bring you the 2020
report which features in yearbook form for the 1st time.
Lovat retained the Lovat Cup with a comfortable 3 -1 victory
over Beauly to extend their winning sequence in the annual
clash to five. The match attracted the usual large festive
crowd although the game rarely lived up to its reputation for
nonstop action.
Both sides were along familiar lines although Lovat fielded
the experienced Drew Howie back from his world travels
which saw him miss the 2019 season entirely.
Howie was deployed in midfield away from his more familiar
full-back role and settled back into the new set- up under
rookie manager Jamie Matheson with ease winning the vote
as the man of the match.
Lovat came racing out of the blocks with fierce intensity
and it took top scorer Greg Matheson just fifteen seconds
to open his account when he finished brilliantly from a
narrow angle with Beauly keeper MacKay Murray and full
back Andrew Morrison all at sea. Murray appeared to take
a knock in the build-up to the goal but was able to continue
after treatment.
Lovat continued to pile on the pressure with Lorne MacKay
orchestrating their attacks. Beauly’s goal survived a few
narrow squeaks but it was breeched for the second time
in the twelfth minute when MacKay’s clever free hit found
Lewis Tawse in space and he brushed aside the attentions
of a Beauly defender before smashing the ball high into
Murray’s net.
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The one-sided flow of the match continued but the Beauly
goal line remained intact although it had a narrow escape in
the lead-up to half time when a Matheson strike came back
off the post with the keeper beaten.
The second half proved a more even affair although Beauly’s
hopes were crushed in the 61st minute when Matheson
swooped to finish a slick Lovat attack with a crisp shot from
just inside the area.
Lovat continued to dominate but Beauly produced a strong
finish seemingly out of nowhere.
Dan Lamont saw his close- range strike saved by Lovat
keeper Stuart MacDonald but minutes later MacDonald
was left well beaten when Beauly substitute David Fraser
volleyed home from twenty yards with a spectacular finish.
Jack MacDonald tested his namesake in the Lovat goal
minutes later with a low strike and although Beauly finished
on top there was no further scoring.
Lovat manager Jamie Matheson was well satisfied with the
victory but thought his side should have scored more goals.
“We were well on top for the first hour or so and we created
many chances. Pleased for the lads because this is a cup which
means a lot to our club”.
By David Calder

2021 MOWI
LEAGUE TABLES
The shinty yearbook has been many things and it’s journey
from magazine like content to corporate publication has been
well documented. One thing that it has always acted as though
is a good record of events of each year, as such we include the
MOWI Leagues. Despite the perplexing nature of the 2021
season it would be unjust not to include the effort of many of
the below teams in completing league fixtures.
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EDITORS OF THE YEARBOOK
Hugh Dan MacLennan
“In November 1970, a suggestion that an attempt be
made to launch, popular annual publication on shinty
was made at a meeting of the North of Scotland Shinty
Association in Inverness. The need was recognised for
a medium in which the great fund of shinty lore and
contemporary statistics on the game could be recorded
and in which ideas on the future planning
of our ancient game could be aired.“
And so, in 1971, the inestimable Peter English launched
the Shinty yearbook on an un-suspecting public and, if
truth be told, he contributed more to the game of shinty
than even he could have imagined.
He had a stellar cast of supporting figures from the
shinty world to help him on his way, but it is a surefire certainty that none of them could have foreseen
the legacy they were about to leave, nor the crucial
stream of heritage, lore, debate and discussion they
were to trigger.
It is worth noting in passing that the original publication
had as one of its aims that it would “appeal to all age
groups and that the ladies too will find in it some items
to interest them.” To that end the Yearbook went the
whole hog and certainly fulfilled all that Peter English
and his happy helpers would have wanted.
What Peter didn’t say, but was probably less keen to
reveal at the time, was that the yearbook would, over
time, offend just about everyone in shinty at one stage
or another and, I have to conceded myself, the great
and the good of Sport Scotland (and/or Scottish Sports
Council or some such name – it is a long time ago!)
Perhaps “offend” is too strong a word but “challenge,”
“confront” and “debate” would certainly be appropriate
assessments of some of the stramshes which followed
publication of various Yearbooks.
The Yearbook’s independence was always one of its
greatest assets – independent of individual clubs and
most importantly, the Camanachd Association itself.
A quite deliberate strategic move by Peter English,
who brought together the like-minded individuals he
knew who had special expertise in various aspects of
the game, had a wide geographical representation, but
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above all had
a keen interest
and love of the
game and vast
knowledge of
its history. Thus
it was possible
for the foundations laid to
ensure that another primary
function: “to be
the opportunity to afford people a forum through which
to present their views” could, and would be fulfilled.
And the first Yearbook set the standard with a controversial article by Glasgow’s Iain Cameron detailing this
own aspirations for the future of the game.
Significantly, the late and lamented Highlands and
Islands Development Board provided “a measure of
financial assistance to make possible the publication
of several hundred copies of the 'Shinty Yearbook 1971'
in addition to the total number which clubs have under
taken to purchase.”
Imagine that happening nowadays? No, I don’t either.
So where do we stand now 50 years on from the
launch? Much the richer for what has been preserved
by an illustrious band of editors and contributors in the
intervening years. We have been enriched by the quality
of original material such as the poetry of Celly Paterson,
numerous accounts of the past related by EROSCA, Jack
Richmond, Sandy Russell and others too many to name
(and now largely unknown unfortunately). The back
numbers of the Shinty Yearbook are a veritable bag-full
of shinty’s literary bric-a-brac and also some powerful,
insightful and emotional outpourings. Their pages are
full of laughs and not a few tears as well.
Above all, they are a treasure trove of historical memorabilia and not to put too fine a point on it, where would
we be in terms of the wider history of the game without
them? Shinty has not been good, formally, at preserving
its past, apart from the security of the Minutes of the
CA in the National Library of Scotland. The preservation

of records and documentation has not had the
priority it should have had and it is largely due to
the efforts of some individuals that we have managed to be where we are, with the establishment of
a national archive for shinty still, unfortunately, an
aspiration rather than a reality.
I have reserved by greatest tribute in terms of the
Yearbook’s legacy to the end of this haphazard
reminiscence. The greatest debt of all that we owe,
apart from the Editors, is to the contribution of the
various photographers, amongst whom Donald
MacKay will always be supreme because of his
singular contribution over the years and the
cartoonist Chris Tyler of the Wrest Highland
Free Press. Without their contributions the
Yearbooks would certainly not have been what
they are - a colossal contribution to our game
and our communities.
It was a privilege for me to have been an Editor
for more years than I care to remember, a massive
effort in terms of securing financial viability and
tackling the innumerable challenges involved in
production a rapidly changing publication in an
altogether overwhelming marketplace. The introduction of colour, change of shape and size. It was
endless.
I have one regret about the Yearbook now in relation to what it once was (apart from the fact that
the Editorial images detail my own ageing process
in devastating detail) and that is what I referred to
earlier – the independence, or lack of it. The current
Shinty Yearbook is, for good reason in many respects, now a corporate freebie almost exclusively
devoted to promoting the Camanachd Association
rather than shinty. And there is a difference. I have
no great grief about that in itself but what I do
regret is that, as Fraser Mackenzie points out
elsewhere, the balance of historical articles and
the literary bric-a-brac I referred to is no more.
And do you know what? The shinty community
is missing that.
Having said that, it is to the Association’s credit
that it has persisted with an annual publication
reflecting the changes in the game and still exists
as the (albeit officially sanitised) record of the sport
in any given year.
Lang may its lum reek (in Gaelic and English if you
please) – if only the flames could be fanned a bit
more occasionally.

THE SHINTY
YEARBOOKSOME PERSONAL
REFLECTIONS
Fraser Mackenzie (Editor 2015-2019)
I think I have read every edition of the Shinty Year
Book since it was first published – and relatively
early on I became an occasional contributor. The
first piece I penned described the Memorial Cairn
to Donald Campbell at Shiel Bridge. Published
in 1980 it is perhaps the one I liked best as it
combines two of my passions: shinty and
memorial cairns.
Further articles followed so I was therefore very
familiar with the format when in 2015 Camanachd
Association CEO Torquil Macleod asked me if I
would be able to take over the editorship of the
Year Book. I was to continue in the editor’s chair
until I was “sacked” by Covid in early 2020 (with
the Yearbook for 2019 under active construction).
By the time I came on board as editor, the Shinty
Yearbook had moved a great deal away from its
original independent status as a publication. It was
a corporate publication, provided free of charge to
the CA Membership. It was a record of the seasoncontaining reports of all the League winners and reports on the cup finals at Senior, Junior and Juvenile
level as well as the main school competitions and
latterly the Women’s Competitions.
That being the case the pagination was pretty
much fixed and there was no space for any external
articles of a historical or humorous nature though in
the course of my 5 years of editorship, with the help
of Hugh Dan and others I managed to squeeze in
some extra stuff-such as reports on the early days
of shinty broadcasting and indeed an account of the
Shinty Memories Group.
I was fortunate that I had to hand reports I had written for the National which described all the major
games including the international shinty/hurling
series- and these reports were invaluable though
a certain amount of editing had to take place
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especially if in the original, I had drawn attention to a
tactical or personal error which materially contributed to the result. The Yearbook version tended to have
these edited or rather anonymised: no-one should be
immortalised in the Yearbook for a mistake.
The plus side was that I was able to expand the
amount of space given to the women’s game with
Lisa Norman contributing a WCA perspective – and
reports were carried of the WCA Finals/Leagues as
well as the Annual Shinty/ Camogie fixtures and
features on Women Referees and Female Directors
of the Association.
The tricky part of the job was the presentation of the
main points of the Camanachd Association’s Annual
Report. This was basically a summarising job. The problem was that as I did it- and it took some considerable
time- I was constantly haunted by the fear that this was
the part of the Yearbook which was least likely to be
read. I suspect I was right.
The key thing in cementing the success of the Yearbook
has been however the photographic record it has
preserved of all trophy winners. There have been any
number of skilled shinty photographers going back
to the 1960s and 1970s. However, the photographer
who in recent years has been the primus inter pares is
Neil Paterson: he has consistently produced the best
images at all levels of the sport and he has spectacularly succeeded in capturing the drama of shinty’s big
occasions.
At the same time Neil was alive to his responsibilities
to the sport and used his skills to bail out this editor
from a number of tricky situations. There were a
number of these but one will suffice to make the point.
Scotland Captain Grant Irvine suffered a nasty head
injury in the International at the Bught in 2018. He bled
profusely and when he picked up the trophy at the end
of the match the front of his shirt was blood soaked.
Traditionally the winning captain appears on the front
cover with the trophy-but the last thing shinty needed
was for its own people to buy into the “clan warfare”
stereotype of the sport- so Neil was called upon to
“sort out” the picture. This he did by photoshopping out
the bloodied strip and a suitably angelic-faced Grant
was preserved for posterity on the front cover.
That was a call I was proud of: one I wasn’t quite
so proud of was in 2017 when Kinlochshiel became
Premier League Champions. On reflection their
achievement appeared in the Yearbook in an under
reported manner. Truthfully, the Leagues were generally
unreported in as much as a two-page pictorial spread
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covered all League competitions. It is arguable that a
special effort should have been made on this occasion.
My brother thought so anyway. A former Shiel player who won Sutherland and Strathdearn Cup medals
with them in the late 1970s, he chucked the Yearbook
away and refused to read it when he realised what had
happened.
He won’t have been the only one.
Still it’s good to that the Yearbook will still be around
in the 2020s- and all the best to Aarron MacLeod as
he takes over the reins of what is a truly worthy
publication.

Fraser MacKenzie, former Editor of shinty
yearbook

Every dream
needs a plan
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120 MINUTE
THRILLER IN
COTTAGES.COM
MACTAVISH
CUP FINAL

KINLOCHSHIEL 3 KINGUSSIE 2
16
16

The last senior final of the 2021 shinty calendar took place
at Bught Park, Inverness on Saturday 23rd October as
Kinlochshiel added the final piece of their trophy cabinet
jigsaw, beating Kingussie 3-2 after extra-time.
With the sound of the Legion Pipe Band still ringing in the
ears of many Des McNulty opened the game and camans
clashed for the first of many times. It took just 10 minutes for
the first goal to arrive and it fell the way of Kingussie, Dylan
Borthwick fed Ruaridh Anderson on the right wing who fired
past Josh Grant to continue what had been a great season for
the young star.
Kingussie continued to apply pressure and had the vast
majority of the territory until Shiel levelled against the run of
play. Keith MacRae was strong and dug the ball out from his
feet, sliding a pass into Jordan Fraser who shot across and
beyond Bob MacGregor at the far post. The match was more
even after that and half chances went begging for both sides
before the interval.

Half-time came and went and the players reappeared for
what was going to be a huge second half in the battle to be
the most successful 2021 senior shinty side. It settled into a
familiar pattern with Kingussie dominating possession but
Shiel looking dangerous on the counter. Josh Grant made
a number of good stops in the half but would’ve been far
busier had it not been for the tireless defensive work of Finlay
MacRae.
No goals in the second period meant Extra-Time beckoned
and this time it was the west coast side who were fastest out
of the traps, a shy from Donald Nixon dropped at the feet of
John MacRae who pushed it to the side of Alexander Michie
and fired high into the net – advantage Shiel with 3 minutes
left in the half.
The goal of the game - perhaps even contender for the season
- belonged to young Archie MacRae who picked the ball up
out on the left wing and with a delightful bit of skill pushed
it through the legs of the Kingussie Captain before going to
the bye line and finishing at a very acute angle. Naturally, this
sent the Shiel fans, who were out in their numbers once again,
into raptures. 10 minutes left in the game and a two goal lead
would surely be enough to see the match through. Right?
Kingussie however, continued to fight with the dogged
determination of Champions and a team that doesn’t know
when it is beat. A free hit from James Hutchison was flicked
into the air in front of the Shiel goal leaving Ryan Borthwick to
knock home above his head from 3 yards out.
However, it proved too little too late for the Macaulay Cup
Champions as following the restart Des McNulty brought
the game to an end. A fantastic spectacle of shinty between
two of the best competitors in the 2021 season was a fitting
end to the cup season. Man of the Match Finlay MacRae
who consistently battered away Kingussie attacks collected
the Tom MacKenzie Medal for Man of the Match, following
which brother Keith walked to the royal box to be presented
with Shiel’s first ever MacTavish Cup by Mark Whitehouse
from sponsors cottages.com.
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Earn more from

YOUR PROPERTY
Our best performing properties achieve over 46 bookings each year
• Trusted by thousands of cottage owners
• 41 million website visits each year
• Free property listing on over 700 partner
websites including Booking.com and Airbnb
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• Hassle free letting with full payment in
advance of each booking
• Personal service from a letting expert based
in your area

Call us on 0345 268 1846 or
email letwithus@cottages.com
Visit: cottages.com/let-your-property

GLASGOW CELTIC
SOCIETY CUP WILL
BE PRIDE OF PLACE
IN TIGHNABRUAICH
It took penalties to separate the
holders Oban Camanachd and Kyles
Athletic at Taynuilt, but alas, Kyles
prevailed, winning the competition
for the first time since 2017.

In a match that was hampered somewhat by the conditions
chances were few and far between. However, it was Kyles
who took the lead on the 35th Minute. A shy from Robbie
MacLeod was pushed to the edge of the D by Conor
Kennedy where Roddy MacDonald was able to strike
at goal, Camanachd keeper Cammy Sutherland got
a stick to it but not enough to keep it out of the net.
The lead was short-lived however as 7 minutes later Oban
equalised. The ball was dug out from centre by Gary Lord
who found semi-final goal scorer Andrew “Papa” MacCuish
on the wing, MacCuish skinned, then out muscled his man
before pushing it beyond another and squaring the ball for
Malcolm Clark for what will be one of the easiest goals of his
career – unmarked he fired it beyond John Whyte to level the
scores going into the break.
Chances were at a premium in the second half too although
Oban had some nice play down the right wing which led to a
couple of half chances, both were fired wide of Whyte’s right
hand post, the second going agonisingly close for Malcolm

Clark. Connor Howe could’ve won it for Oban right at the
death had it not been for a good save at close proximity
from Whyte. The final whistle probably came at the
wrong time for Camanachd who were starting to put
some sustained pressure on the Kyles goal but both
sides had agreed to go straight to penalties in the event
of a draw at full-time due to the deteriorating weather
conditions.
The dreaded penalty shoot-out ensued, it was a case of
4 great penalties (Scott MacMillan and Daniel Cameron
for Oban & Robbie MacLeod and Callum Millar for Kyles)
followed by 2 that the takers would like to forget. Firstly,
Daniel MacVicar’s low driven shot was saved by the feet
of Whyte before Luke Thornton hit one of the unluckiest
penalty’s you are ever likely to see, the ball moving no more
than a yard from the spot. Whyte couldn’t keep out a low
penalty from Garry Lord despite getting something on it
before his opposite number completed the same trick with
Ross MacRae’s strike. Thus, it was sudden death at 3-3, two
2019 MOWI Scotland Internationals stepped up, MacCuish
aimed for the keepers left and struck wide of the post while
MacDonald did the same but the net rippled, after which he
as Kyles Athletic Captain was presented with the Glasgow
Celtic Society Cup. The match referee was Iain Kennedy.
You can watch the full match by scanning
the QR Code
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ALVANCE BALLIEMORE
CUP GLORY FOR SKYE
CAMANACHD
Saturday 3rd October saw Skye and Beauly come together
in the ALVANCE Balliemore Cup Final at An Aird. Beauly
had just seen off Bute 7-0 the week previous and Skye had
been lying in wait after defeating Inveraray 3-2 earlier in the
season. Both teams, and indeed the Association, had cause
to be fearing the worst given the weather forecast however,
the pitch was in supreme condition and credit must go to
Fort William Shinty Club for that. The match started quite
frantically although neither side really had any sustained
pressure – the first goal really opened up the game though
and it went the way of Beauly; a Conor Ross free-hit allowed
Ross Forbes to wriggle away from his marker and fire in at
Ryan Morrison’s near post. Some of the Beauly fans had
brought a drum to the match and if it was loud before they

scored what followed surely shook the surrounding Ben’s to
their core.
The ecstasy for Beauly was relatively short lived however
as James Pringle picked up a well hit ball from Ross Gordon
beat his man and slotted it through Mackay Murray’s legs
to even the score-line. That was strong play from Pringle
but for him the best came shortly after. Beauly were unable
to properly clear their lines and the ball broke to Pringle 40
yards from goal, he hit a high looping shot that sailed in over
Murray’s head to send the west coast faithful into raptures.
The second-half was a tightly contested affair in which
Beauly seemed to have the majority of the pressure but
without really creating anything clear-cut. Skye on the other
hand weren’t seeing much of the ball but when they were
in the final third they looked dangerous, firing just wide of
Murray’s left hand post on two occasions. Time wore on
and the rain began to fall heavily, Beauly were left with no
choice but to push on and try and find the equaliser they
so desperately needed. As is so often the way, this left
them vulnerable at the back – a quick and deep corner was
squared to Sam MacPhee who drilled a shot that skidded
on the wet surface and into the keeper’s bottom right hand
corner – with mere minutes left on the clock this all but
confirmed Skye’s victory on the day.
Referee Alex MacVicar brought an end to proceedings much
to the delight of the strong travelling support who flocked
to the field to celebrate as Skye Captain Jordan Murchison
received the trophy from Jane MacDonald of ALVANCE
Aluminium.

Scan the below QR code to
watch all the goals.
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HIGHLAND INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES SUTHERLAND
CUP GLORY FOR
NEWTONMORE
On Saturday 16th October Blairbeg, Drumnadrochit played
host to a fantastic game of shinty between Lovat Shinty Club
and Newtonmore Camanachd. Lovat went into the match
on a high after the incredible turnaround in the Strathdearn
Final between the two sides the week previous however,
it was Newtonmore who struck first – and fast! Somhairle
Thomson stole the ball from James Grieve pushed it wide
and hammered his shot over the head of Martin Bell to make
it 1-0 within the opening 60 seconds.
It didn’t take Lovat long to strike back though as a Mitchell
Leslie corner was wonderfully chipped up by Jamie Matheson
for Manager Raymond Rennie to volley past the helpless
Jason MacDonald – a goal truly befitting of the occasion.
With that you could have been forgiven for expecting another
end to end battle between the two sides, Glen MacKintosh
had other ideas. He put Newtonmore ahead again following
a corner which found him all alone on the edge of the D with
enough time to take the ball down and put it through the
legs of Bell in goals. 4 minutes later he was at it again this
time the goal was product of some great battling from Craig
MacLeod who then slipped the ball into MacKintosh who
rolled his man and fired across the keeper into the bottom
corner. The hat-trick was complete on the 28th minute after
Fraser MacKintosh looped a ball into his namesake – which
was instantly controlled and then driven low into the keeper’s
right hand corner.
4-1 down in 28 minutes and some were fearing the worst
for Lovat but all credit to them as they dug in and continued
to show the fighting spirit that served them so well in the
Strathdearn. The first half was brought to a close by referee
Martin MacLean with no further scoring.

In the second half Lovat were more composed on the ball and
dominated the territory, albeit without any true penetration.
Both sides had chances but there was very little clear cut
until a Newtonmore free-hit found Scott Chisholm at the
back post, his smart cutback left marksman MacKintosh
with little to do and he capped off his and Newtonmore’s
excellent performance with another goal. Speaking after the
match 4 goal hero said: “The larger pitch definitely helped us
this week, the younger boys did all the running and set my goals
up – all I had to do was put the ball in the back of the net”.
Following the final whistle Newtonmore Captain, Somhairle
Thomson was presented with the Highland Industrial
Supplies Sutherland Cup by Garry MacKintosh.

Scan the below QR code to
watch all the goals.
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KINGUSSIE RETAIN
ARTEMIS MACAULAY
CUP AT MOSSFIELD
Kingussie beat Kyles Athletic 4-1 at a rainy Mossfield
Stadium to retain the Artemis Macaulay Cup in the first
major final of the 2021 season.

perhaps required a hand rather than caman, the ball just
slipped over the stick and Kyles were suddenly back in the
game with 12 minutes left.

It didn’t take long for 2021’s top scorers Kingussie to open
their account in the match Savio Genini taking a strike from
distance which John Whyte parried well - alas only into the
path of the oncoming James Falconer who smashed the ball
high into the top corner of the net before knee sliding in front
of the cameras.

The MOWI Premiership Champions saw out the majority of
that time with comfort though and added the icing on the
cake in the 87th minute, Young’s shot was blocked into the
path of Lee Bain who fired a 4th past Whyte.

In spite of their early advantage Kingussie didn’t kick on
as some had expected and notch a few goals, instead the
game remained open with Kyles battling well and clearing
their lines each time Kings advanced onto them. Andy King
epitomised the dogged determination of the royal blues
with hard tackling continually putting his body on the line
for the cause, while Whyte was proving to be a strong last
line of defence. If he was disappointed with the first goal,
he certainly made up for it just 4 minutes later saving a well
struck shot from James Hutchison which was destined for
the top corner, mid-way through the first half he was called
into action again, this time closing the angle down and
pushing a shot from Ruairidh Anderson wide of the right
hand post.
Des McNulty blew the whistle to bring the teams in at halftime with the Badenoch side leading by one goal.
As the teams returned for the second, there was palpable
excitement after what had been an entertaining first period.
The opening 15 minutes of the half were therefore somewhat
disappointing with a lot of the game being played in the
centre and no team really capitalising on their opportunities.
That all changed on the 68th minute though as Kingussie
worked a free-hit from the right hand side well, it was lofted
into the path of Falconer whose snapshot was brilliantly
saved by Whyte only for Wing-Centre Kieran MacPherson to
run on to it and slip it in for 2-0.
That opened the flood gates for the scoring and before long
it was 3, Roddy Young’s shot was blocked well but the ball
broke to James Falconer who drilled it in from an extremely
tight angle.
Kyles didn’t let their heads drop however, Innes MacDonald
lofted a ball towards McGregor’s goal which in hindsight
22

Kingussie Captain, Rory MacKeachan received the
Macaulay Cup from sponsors Artemis.

PROUD TO BE THE MAIN SPONSORS OF THE CAMANACHD CUP

95
For the best choice of new
homes in Scotland visit a
Tulloch show home today…

Inverness
Kirkhill
Aviemore
Forres

MOST SHOW HOMES/MARKETING SUITES OPEN
THURSDAY TO MONDAY. FOR OPENING TIMES AND
TO BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT VISIT OUR WEBSITE
OR CONTACT 01463 229300.
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www.tulloch-homes.com

BULLOUGH CUP
SUCCESS FOR
KYLES ATHLETIC
Kyles Athletic juniors clinched the 2021 Bullough Cup Final
after a thrilling game which ended in a penalty shootout
after their 3-3 draw at the Playing Fields in Tighnabruiach,
denying Lochside Rovers a hat-trick of consecutive
successes in the competition.
It was Lochside who started the quickest creating a few
early chances before breaking the deadlock on the 6th
minute with a fine strike by Innes Jackson. This sparked
what turned out to be a final that will last long in the
memory of all in attendance, a great tussle ensued before
Finnan Kennedy equalized on the 43rd minute with the half
ending 1-1.
The 2nd half started the same with end to end shinty and
individual battles all over the pitch with both sides creating
chances. 12 minutes into the 2nd half David Cameron put
Lochside ahead with Finnan Kennedy again equalizing 3
minutes later. It was on the 87th minute Lochside looked
to have retained the cup through Lewis Buchanan, but that
wasn’t to be - Luke Thornton equalized on the 90th minute.
The dreaded penalty shoot-out that followed was a nervy
affair for all but it was Kyles who were to win 3-1 – their
second penalty shootout triumph in a final against Oban
Camanachd that month.
Speaking after the game Kyles Manager Dan Macrae said:
“The Bullough Cup Final 2021 was one of the most exciting
games of shinty seen in Tighnabruaich for many years. Both
teams played with great spirit, skill and endeavor with Kyles
going behind 3 times and forcing an equaliser each time, the 3rd
coming in stoppage time in the 2nd half. Then penalties…
It was a terrific feeling winning as our second team had
had a tough season. So it was a great reward for them and
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their coaches to lift the silverware after such an entertaining
encounter.
It was a truly wonderful team performance and immense credit
also due to Lochside Rovers and referee Lachie Wood. Shinty was
the winner here.”
Both teams were congratulated by former Vice-Chieftain
Alec MacNaughton and CA Director Roderick McCuish who
conducted the cup presentation.

STRATHDEARN
CUP FINAL
Strathdearn Cup Final dubbed “most bizzarre” shinty final
as Lovat win the Strathdearn Cup for the 6th time on
penalties following a 4-4 draw.
Balgate was the venue as lovat took on Newtonmore in the
Strathdearn Cup Final, a great occasion for the first cup final
in front of Lovat’s new pavilion.
Both teams fielded strong line ups with a good blend of
youth and experience. Lovat looked decent from the off
and probably had the rub of the green in the first half –
forcing Jason MacDonald into a number of smart saves,
Newtonmore were always a danger though and Glen
MacKintosh and Somhairle Thomson carry enough threat to
worry any defence. A goalless first period was brought to a
close by Willie MacDonald, one that both Managers would
have been relatively pleased with.
The second half almost seemed to mirror the first,
Newtonmore had the majority of the chances though and
Lovat did well to keep out their forward line, while looking
dangerous on the counter attack themselves. Fans were well
catered for in terms of entertainment despite the scoreline
and as the game moved to extra-time there was a sense that
it would be just as tight as the 90 with one bit of magic or
one mistake destined to make all of the difference.
That couldn’t have been more wrong. As if Peter Ross had
managed to get his hands on some kind of shinty player
enhancement potion Newtonmore came flying out of the

blocks in the first half of extra time. A strike from Somhairle
Thomson was the filling in a Tristan Ross goal sandwich
before Brodie MacBean applied the seasoning to make it
4-0 going into half-time in extra-time. It seemed as though
Lovat had been blown away and that Newtonmore would be
Strathdearn Cup Champions for the 15th time.
However, Peter had clearly left his potion unattended as it
was Raymond Rennie’s team talk which seemed to inspire
his side beyond belief this time. 10 minutes before full-time
Cammy MacMillan pulled one back for the black and whites
and stirred a little fire in the heart of the Lovat fans. That fire
was fanned as Jamie Matheson struck a minute later. As the
hope returned to Lovat the confidence seemed to fade from
‘More and MacMillan struck again. 6 minutes left on the
clock and just one goal behind Lovat piled on the pressure.
Raymond Rennie was running through on goal on 117’ and
was tripped leading to a Lovat penalty. Matheson stood up
to take it and with ice running through his veins dispatched
to complete the incredible comeback.
That being said, it would’ve all been for nothing had Lovat
not kept their nerve in the penalty shootout to win 3-2,
Manager Raymond Rennie scoring the winning penalty
after strikes from Jamie Matheson and Ryan Ferguson.
The Strathdearn Cup was presented to Captain, Cammy
MacMillan by Kirsty Deans, Camanachd Association
Board Member.
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KINLOCHSHIEL
COME DOWN
FROM THE
MOUNTAINS
FOR THE CLASH
OF THE ASH
On Saturday 18th September what seemed like the entire
shinty community descended upon Mossfield, Oban for
a match that was set up to be one of the tightest Tulloch
Homes Camanachd Cup Final’s in recent history. That is
exactly how it transpired, shown by the fact there was a
two goal difference between the sides for a mere 1 second
throughout the whole game and that was at the final
throw-up.
Kinlochshiel started brightly and had the more sustained
pressure at 0-0 - although arguably the first big chance of
the game fell to Lovat - Fraser Heath hitting the post with a
well struck shot across Kinlochshiel keeper Josh Grant. The
pressure soon paid off for Shiel though as Keith MacRae was
fed the ball following a mis-hit shy and made no mistake,
rifling into the roof of the net. Lovat’s Greg Matheson levelled
the score right before half time after a botched clearance –
the multi-time Scotland International showing why he has
been Lovat’s top goal scorer for the past 5 years.
Lovat probably started stronger in the second half with
Matheson shooting just wide of Grant’s right hand post
following some good build up play from Heath. However,
it was Shiel who struck on the 61st minute with MacRae
securing his brace by delicately lifting the ball past the
oncoming Stuart MacDonald.

The final third of the game was an extremely nervy one for
Kinlochshiel’s supporters who were out in droves to witness
their team’s first ever appearance in a Camanachd Cup final.
Matheson hit a splendid volley from 10 yards inside his own
half which was arrowing down towards the Kinlochshiel
goal – Grant pulling out a vital stop before pushing the ball
behind:
“I had actually lost the ball for a period due to the sun so I just
closed up the angles by my near post and luckily I caught sight of
it just as it was coming towards me and I managed to keep
it out.”
Chances were at a premium for the remainder of the match
which began to turn the kind of fiery that only a shinty
match can. Lovat were fast running out of hope and ideas
when MacRae sunk the dagger even deeper into the black
and white heart by netting his hat-trick after the Lovat
defence was robbed of possession 15 yards from goal.
The match was restarted as a formality more than anything
as John Angus Gillies, who had a fine game, blew the final
whistle before the ball had even reached the Mossfield turf.
Kinlochshiel’s Archie MacRae was only 10 when Lovat won
the Camanachd in 2015 but he appeared off the bench for
Shiel in the first half to take the field at a mere 16 years old:
“It was an amazing feeling to walk out onto the pitch in the
biggest game in all of shinty. I actually dislocated my shoulder
in the first half but it popped back in and I continued to play.
At half-time the coaches were checking on the fitness and health
of us all but I didn’t say anything because I didn’t want to be
subbed off – I wanted as many minutes as I could get! It seemed
smart at the time but I was in agony on Sunday – knowing we
had won Shiel’s first ever Camanachd Cup helped ease the pain
though.”
Often overlooked due to the grand occasion that follows,
the MacMaster Cup for U14s took place before the main
event at Mossfield – Skye Camanachd beating Fort William
2-1 in a closely fought contest. Archie, who scored 5 goals in
the final the last time it was played in 2019 remembers the
experience fondly:
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“Now I have won the biggest trophy of them all it puts
it into perspective but at the time, as a 14 year old there
was only one game that mattered to me at it was the
MacMaster Cup Final, that’s where our sole focus was,
not the future – it was a great experience that I will
never forget.”
As I write this it is one week after Kinlochshiel lifted their first Camanachd
Cup, however, the celebrations across the west coast of Scotland are
merely in their infancy. Shiel player Mark MacDonald’s stag do means
there is no game for the 1st team this weekend, which I’m sure the players
will be grateful for. Congratulations Kinlochshiel on carving your name into
the history books forevermore.
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PETER
ENGLISH
Peter English - founder of the shinty
yearbook by Kenneth Campbell
Kenneth wrote the below piece for the Silver Jubillee 25th
Anniversary Yearbook but it still provides a fascinating
insight into Peter a quarter of a century later.
Peter English was born and bred in Glenurquhart and is a
grandson of Ali ‘Ban’ MacDonald, a founder member of the
Glenurquhart club in 1884 and who played in both of the epic
22-a-side games against neighbouring Strathglass in 1887
and 1888 at the Bught Park, Inverness, which are now an
integral part of shinty’s history. Apart from the great interest
which the two games generated, they did much to rationalise
the rules of play and field lay-out from the ‘free for all’ of the
past to something very close to the rules which still operate
today. Captain Archie Macra Chisholm of Strathglass played
a significant part in the forming of these rules of play.
By the time Peter saw the first light of day in Glenurquhart,
shinty had virtually disappeared in the Glen to the great
sadness of many of the old stalwart survivors (players
and spectators) of the 1887-88 matches against Strathglass.
However, after the 1939-45 war, the remaining dim embers
of the game in Glenurquhart were successfully fanned by
the great efforts of such as Danny Fraser, Shewglie and other
enthusiasts and by 1948 a team was assembled to challenge
the opposition. Of course, the first challenge went out to
the old, traditional rivals Strathglass for the James
MacDonald Cup.
There is no better stimulus to a new team than such historic
rivalry and Glenurquhart proceeded to enter the Junior
competitions for the first time since the 1920s. However, they
kept going only until 1951 because of the shortage players
and Saturday afternoon work commitments.
The Glen youngsters, whose main game had been football
up to the mustering of the 1948 shinty team were now
stimulated about the ancient game of their forefathers and
shinty became their dominant sport.
By 1956, many of these youngsters had attained their
vigorous teenage years and it was then that Peter English
and his great friend John MacKintosh, after season of playing
for Aberdeen University and Ness Athletic respectively,
attempted a remastering to challenge Strathglass once
again for the MacDonald Cup. Against all the odds, the
Glen defeated their great rivals for the first time and this
was the spur needed to re-launch the Glen into the Junior
Competitions - the MacGillivray League, Strathdearn and
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Sutherland Cups. In the first season the team suffered many
heavy defeats but they were advancing in age, fitness, skills,
experience and in team-work. In the next five years up to
1963, the team reached ten finals and were successful in
bringing all the Junior Trophies back to the Glen, some on
more than one occasion. The club had the proud boast during
this era that they never had a player sent off or even a name
taken by a referee.
In 1963, the Glen joined the senior ranks and Peter continued
to travel weekly from Aberdeen to help the establishment
of the club at this level up to the late 1960s when he and his
mainly ex-University friends George Campbell, John Brown,
Bill Law, Langley Ludgate and others formed the Aberdeen
Camanachd Club. This was useful in creating competition
and keen rivalry within the city with the University Club.

"He was a good reader of a game, fine
stick player and passer of the ball while
his good anticipation of opponents’
intentions and his fitness served him
well in these central positions."
Peter had derived great pleasure from the playing side
of the game and all the camaraderie and fun which it
engendered. He had captained each of his clubs in turn Aberdeen University, the Scottish Universities’ Select Team,
Glenurquhart and Aberdeen Camanachd and his playing
positions were in centre field - buckshee back, full centre or
buckshee forward. He kept himself very fit by training for
and participation in the Highland Games, hill and road races
in the summer and his involvement in shinty throughout the
winter. He was a good reader of a game, fine stick player and
passer of the ball while his good anticipation of opponents’
intentions and his fitness served him well in these central
positions. He continued to play for Aberdeen Camanachd
into the 1980s and for the Glenurquhart Veterans in the
Newtonmore six-a-side competition until a ruptured Achilles
tendon in the 1991 competition called a halt to his active
participation - only a temporary halt, he claims!
It was around 1970 when Peter began to think that shinty
could do with an ‘Annual’ publication just as most other
sports had. He got his ideas together and forwarded such
a proposal at a meeting of the North of Scotland Shinty
Association in Inverness in November 1970. He pointed out
that his proposal was that such an ‘Annual’ would cover the
historical aspects of the game as well as the contemporary
scene, recording the details of the season’s big games and

other happenings while featuring the youngsters and the
personalities of the game - players, committee members
and supporters.
There was much interest in the proposal but many of the
enthusiasts present probably felt in their hearts that it was
unrealistic, although they were too courteous to say so. And
as the next item in a long agenda was pressing, the comment
was made that although it was a very good idea it would
probably take somebody full time to launch and run the
proposed venture. As the proposal was about to die a natural
death or be deferred for further consideration at the next
meeting, Peter volunteered to have a go at it. The Meeting
gave full approval to his enterprise.
The first Shinty Yearbook was on its way. As he drove back to
Aberdeen that night, Peter planned in his mind the folk who
could help him launch the venture and the articles they might
write for his first edition. Soon his request letters were on
their way around the shinty country and beyond. He had few
disappointments.
Among those coming up with the ‘goods’ were stalwarts
such as Kenny MacMaster of Caberfeidh, Alasdair Macintyre
of Inveraray, Hume Robertson of Skye and Kiltarlity, Angie
Bain of Newtonmore, Ian MacInnes and Iain Cameron
(both of Glasgow and Ballachulish), Angus MacIntyre of
Tobermory (with forebears from Dalmally), John Willie
Campbell of Inverness, Geoff Garner of St. Andrews
University, Johnda Byrne of Aberdeen University and
Kenny Campbell (yours truly) on the rise of young lads of
Cruachanside in winning the Mackay Cup for under 12 year
olds for the first time. There was also a summary of her
dissertation on Scottish Camanachd by Muirne Caimbeul
and Peter achieved something of a coup by persuading the
well-known author Angus MacVicar to write about the love
affair with shinty of his father Angus, ‘The Padre’, a native of
North Uist. Dr. Allan Fraser added a great touch of humour
as he traced the origin of the game of shinty to the Garden of
Eden. Peter was also determined to feature the youngsters the ‘stars of the future’, so he sought his good friend Murdo
Campbell, Secretary of the Schools Camanachd Association,
to give him details of all the player pools of school teams
so that as many youngsters as possible who were playing
the game would be able to see their name in print in the
Yearbook. As expected, Murdo soon produced a fine array
of school ‘player pools’ from all around the country. Lots
of photographs, depicting the contemporary scene as well
as the history of the game were canvassed and many duly
arrived. Iain Fullarton, Inverness being particularly helpful as
well as Donald MacKay who also agreed to design the cover
of the Yearbook.

Having been assured of sufficient material for the first
Yearbook, Peter then set out to attract funding to launch the
first edition and duly succeeded in obtaining some ‘pump
priming’ money from the Highlands and Islands Development
Board. As the first Yearbook was being formulated, Peter
then circulated all the clubs in Scotland informing them of
the venture and sought advance orders to provide and idea of
how many would be saleable. The clubs duly responded and
soon the presses were rolling. As the first edition of 70 pages
- ‘Shinty Yearbook 1971’ materialised, Peter despatched
orders by post to clubs in the South while the Aberdeen
Camanachd cars were loaded up with the orders of North
clubs and were duly delivered before and after matches in
the North and North-west. It was then a case of waiting for
the payments (40p per copy) to come in and hope against
hope that the books would more than balance so that the
venture could establish a sound financial base.

So the idea of the Shinty Yearbook
and the implementation of that idea
into practical reality was very much
a ‘one-man show’ and initiated the
Annual series of yearbooks which
have been invaluable in recording so
much of shinty’s history as well as the
contemporary scene, year by year.
As time progressed after the first Yearbook was produced,
a group of like minded enthusiasts would congregate on the
night before at the venue of the Camanachd Cup Final and
have their ‘Yearbook Meeting’ to review the previous edition
and to suggest sources of material for the next one.
The Yearbook Meeting would start around 10pm on Friday
night and would often last until 5am on the Saturday morning
with enough stories being related by the enthusiasts present
to fill at least 10 Yearbooks! However, all present were up
again in good time to be at the start of the Camanachd
Association AGM by 10am. Many of the enthusiasts, in the
Yearbook Committee, including Peter were vice-Presidents of
the Camanachd Association at the time.
Peter edited the first 5 editions of the Yearbook. He was
particularly keen to give a good spotlight to the youngsters
in the game and those clubs which were operating under
difficult circumstances, were relatively unsuccessful in
terms of match results but were displaying great vigour and
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enthusiasm to build a foundation for the game in their
district. For such an idea the Shinty Yearbook Trophies
emerged to recognise the great effort and enthusiasm
of clubs operating under difficult circumstances, for their
valued contribution to the development of our game.
Since he ceased editorship of the Yearbook, Peter has
been a regular contributor with his interesting and thought
provoking articles over the years. Peter has also been
involved in many other initiatives on behalf of the game,
including the organisation of 6-a-sides and development
of competitions in shinty skills. It was in the early 1960s
that Alan MacInnes, who did so much to establish the St.
Andrews University Shinty Club, asked Peter’s advice on
how they should organise the new six-a-side competition
they were about to start. Prior to this, 6-a-sides had been
run on a knock-out basis from the start which was most
frustrating for unsuccessful teams which may have travelled
a considerable distance for only about 15 minutes of shinty.
Peter suggested that Alan should organise his sixes into
groups of 4 teams which would each play each other, giving
each a minimum of 3 games. The winners of these groups
would then proceed to the knockout stages. Alan duly
responded and so St. Andrews University, through Alan
proved to be the pioneer of the way most six-a-sides were
organised thereafter.
Peter, along with his Aberdeen Camanachd mates, George
Campbell, Davie Simpson and others also launched the
Aberdeen Shinty Festival in the 1970s which featured individual shinty skills competitions for the first time - and for
all age groups - and the ladies and girls into the bargain. The
Annual Aberdeen Festival ran very successfully for 10 years
and the enthusiastic bunch of organisers were successful
in attracting considerable sponsorship for the events. The
Festival also proved to be a great attraction for teams and
their families from throughout the shinty country.
Peter was also instrumental in reviving the inter University
Littlejohn Vase Competition in the mid-1980s. This competition of long standing for one of the finest trophies in the
game had gone into abeyance and needed a spark to be
re-ignited. All 4 University clubs (Glasgow, Edinburgh, St.
Andrews and Aberdeen) were invited to Aberdeen on a late
October Saturday for a single day’s competition with the
winner being awarded the Littlejohn on the day. Competition
went on from 10am to 5pm, the rain and sleet lashed down
incessantly, Peter refereed every game, Glasgow narrowly
pipped Aberdeen for the Championship and the Littlejohn
competition was on the way again!
Against the background of a very busy professional life
Peter’s involvement in shinty continues. He is Vice Chieftain
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of the Glenurquhart Club (he wrote a most readable and
comprehensive history of the club for the1985 Centenary
Celebrations); he still does some refereeing in Aberdeen, he
hopes to continue to contribute with his pen for the Shinty
Yearbook and - with his ruptured Achillies tendon now
fully recovered, it will not be too surprising to see him back
on the field of play whenever any opportunity in veterans’
competitions presents itself!
Peter has derived great pleasure from his involvement with
the game of shinty and with all his shinty cronies. He has put
much back into the game in many ways, with his contribution
in founding and firmly establishing the Shinty Yearbook in its
first five formative years being pre-eminent. In his Editorial in
the first (1971) edition he expressed ‘the need for a medium
in which the great fund of shinty lore and contemporary
statistics on the game could be recorded and in which ideas
on the future planning of the game could be aired’. The 24
Yearbooks which have graced the shinty scene since, and a
25th to follow this year, have certainly more than satisfied
the hopes and aspirations of its founder.

Kenneth Campbell,
Dunvegan, Isle of Skye
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HIGHLAND HERO
HELPS HOSPICE
In Spring 2021, Glenurquhart’s Connor Golabek took on
the fundraising challenge of 7 marathons in 7 days. The
Camanachd Association caught up with him on day 5 to
see how he was finding it and what it was all for.
Q: What on earth has possessed you to do 7 marathons
in 7 days?
A: I started volunteering with the Highland Hospice last
year and with COVID, they have been unable to put on any
fundraising events which they rely heavily on for funding.
I was going to run the Loch Ness marathon, but obviously
with everything that is going on I wasn’t sure it was going
to go ahead. I wanted to do something to raise money and
came across this incredible challenge. I did think about doing
1 marathon, but I wanted to do something that would push
me to my limits and something that people may never have
come across.
Q: Most people would consider completing one marathon
an incredible achievement, as we speak to you now you have
completed 5/7, let us know as best you can what it has
been like?
A: It’s been a gruelling five days so far, but now I am coming
to the end of the challenge I am just trying to enjoy it as
much as possible as I may not do anything like this again.
Marathons 1 & 2 went as good as they possibly could have.
I was running these solo, which was quite challenging, but
managed to get through. The 3rd marathon has been the
toughest as blisters and pains in my legs were causing issues.

I actually phoned the Hospice telling them I don’t think I
can do it after only 3 miles! Somehow, I found it in myself
to complete the 3rd. I also had Stuart Mackintosh from our
shinty team cycling alongside me giving me support which
was a real boost. Marathon 4 was very tough going with the
wind and rain. Michael Fraser who also plays for Glen joined
me for the full marathon which was amazing. He has never
actually run one before so to see him completing this gave
me a huge boost. I have just finished marathon 5 and my
body is the worst it has been, but having already experienced
the pain from marathon 3, which made me want to quit and
manging to get through it. I have been telling myself I have
been in this position many times before and always found
a way to get through. The last 2 will be tough, but I am on
the home straight now so just going to try and enjoy the
experience.
Q: We all know that feeling when the alarm goes off in the
morning and you’ve got to get up for work, is it the same for
you once you clock off knowing you have another 26 miles
to do?
A: So, thankfully I have managed to get a week off work to
focus on this challenge. It has been a real help not having
the worry of work alongside trying to complete this challenge.
Hearing the alarm going off in the morning has been tough
knowing I have 26 miles to do, but I have been sleeping really
well so once I am up I feel good to go again, although I don’t
think my body is saying the same thing.
Q: Where do you find the motivation to push through
the miles?
A: There has been many different battles I have faced while
doing this challenge from blisters, pains in my body and
my head telling me to stop. The response and support I
have got from people has honestly been amazing and can’t
thank them enough. When I am struggling I think back to all
the messages I have received from people telling me how
close the charity is to their hearts and seeing the donations
come in and how much these funds are going to benefit the
Highland Hospice makes all the pain I’m going through for
these 7 days’ worth it. There has been many times I have
wanted to stop throughout the challenge, but there is
always an extra 10% you can find within yourself to get
through tough times if you truly want to get through it and
believe in yourself. What a feeling it is once you get through
that wall knowing that you never quit when your body and
mind were telling you to.
In the end Connor raised £7,250 for Highland Hospice
and ended the season as GlenUrquhart’s joint top scorer.
However, we don’t foresee many other players adding this
into their pre-season training schedule!
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AIN’T NO MOUNTAIN HIGH
ENOUGH FOR WOMEN’S
CAMANACHD ASSOCIATION
The Women’s Camanachd Association also took to
fundraising during the “lost” season of 2020. You certainly
couldn’t say they were setting themselves an easy challenge
either, as they attempted a Mount Everest climbing
challenge. Whether to spur each other on or simply in lieu
of the competitive shinty that was an ever present in their
lives until 2020, the committee were split into two teams:
Team Netty led by Captain Jeanette McGregor vs Team Betty
skippered by Jeanette’s twin sister Elizabeth.

TEAM NETTY

TEAM BETTY

Niamh Donnelly
(Aberdour)

Lisa MacColl (Aberdour)

Tina Marshall (Lovat)

Lyndsay Bradley
(Ardnamurchan)

Claire Delaney (Lochaber)

Karen Williamson
(Glengarry)

Gillian Brown (Aberdour)

Taryn Neilson (Aberdour)

Melanie Williams (Bute)

Natasha Andean
(Badenoch)

After the teams had been decided it was time to really sink
their teeth into the challenge. WCA President Lisa MacColl
got the calculator out and performed mathematics way over
the head of this writer to turn the 8848m of Mount Everest
into 57,455 steps and that into 5 miles per competitor. So, the
winner would be the team who could walk (no running, light
jogging, skipping allowed!) their collective 30 miles in the
fastest time. The challenge now lay before them, but what
was it all in aid of? Chest and Heart Stroke Scotland (CHSS)
was chosen by the WCA Committee to be the beneficiary
of the contest after Tina Marshall had seen her friend, Cllr

Emma Knox post online that CHSS were also doing a step
up fundraiser to raise much needed finance during the
pandemic. So, CHSS was the charity and £700 was the
target but how could the team captains feet be held to the
fire to ensure the competitive element remained robust…
A forfeit of course. Both Elizabeth and Jeanette are
staunch Kingussie fans and what better forfeit than for
the losing Captain to have to wear the jersey of arch rivals
Newtonmore. With that gruesome punishment on the line
both teams set off, no doubt each with a McGregor voice
of encouragement (or warning!) still ringing in their ears. In
the end an amazing £2075 was raised for CHSS – with the
charity taking to Facebook to say “This is amazing!! Thank
you so much for your support .” While this is of course, the
most important thing, it would be cruel of me to deprive you
of the chance to see losing Captain Jeanette in all her glory…
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SHINTY MARCHES
ITS WAY TO 5
FIGURE SUM
FOR CHARITY
After we all returned to a sense of normality at the tail end of 2020
I think everyone had hoped that would be the last of lockdowns
and that shinty would be in full swing at the start of 2021. As we
now know that was not the case, however, the lockdown did mean
people once again had a lot of time on their hands. This meant that
fundraising challenges were going to be more successful as proven
by the WCA’s March in March Challenge.
The WCA were inspired by a dear friend of shinty who was being
supported by MacMillan Cancer Support, and so all funds raised
were donated to the charity which is important to so many people in
shinty. The challenge set out by the WCA to the shinty community
was to complete the distance from Aberdour Shinty Club (the
individuals shinty club) to Glenullin, Derry (their GAA club) –
some 217 miles. To ensure the challenge was as inclusive as possible
it could be completed individually or as a team and on one day or
throughout the whole month, although most people completed it in
teams on the weekend preceding Monday 8th March (International
Women’s Day). Any form of exercise that could be recorded
was permitted, from the usual running and cycling to the more
adventurous skiing and kayaking!
To say that the challenge was a success was an understatement with
as many as 400 people competing including teams from: WCA, CA,
Skye, Aberdour, Ardnamurchan, Inverness, Glengarry, Uddingston,
Dunaad, Badenoch, Kinlochshiel, Lochaber, Newbridge, St Andrews
and many more. An amazing £24, 367 was raised which was topped
up by £3, 987 gift aid for a total contribution of just under £30,000
– a truly incredible effort. MacMillan Cancer Support took to Twitter
to show their appreciation: "An amazing achievement. Thank you to
everyone involved, from Team Macmillan #shinty #camogie”

The JustGiving page is still
open at the time of writing so
if you want to donate to this
worthy cause then just scan
this QR Code:
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THE YEAR WE CAME
TOGETHER TO GET
SHINTY BACK
While 2021 was another unusual year for many of us, a huge
positive was returning to training, games and club gatherings.
This was hugely important for many in physically reengaging
with friends, supporters, and their local shinty community.
But returning to shinty was not the only activities clubs
were getting involved in to keep players connected via the
women’s shinty community.
On International Women’s Day the WCA committee took
on completing 217 miles (the distance from Aberdour to
Glenullin GAC in Derry) in support of Macmillan Cancer.
Other clubs/individuals in Scotland, England, Ireland and
all over the world took on similar challenges or raced the
distance. Raising over £28,000 was incredible. However, the
challenge really symbolised the power of sport and the unity
that comes from being part of a sport like shinty and
it’s Gaelic sister equivalent Camogie.
The challenge came at a time when clubs and players really
needed to come together, with little shinty on the cards we
knew many who were struggling and felt detached from
their team, club and sport. This gave a lift to all and the
benefits I’m sure are immeasurable and the memories of this
challenge and others like it will be moments we remember
from 2021.
Despite COVID, this season saw an opportunity for those
keen and able to participate in shinty to do so. The approach
we took to this was similar to the challenge above. The WCA
wanted the women’s shinty community involved, engaged
and contributing to the goal of getting shinty restarted in a
way clubs and individuals felt comfortable with. The turnout
at the consultation events reflected that the strategy was
the only way to restart shinty together. The feedback was
invaluable; the clubs voiced their concerns and aspirations
whilst we listened.
A participation based local area plan was created and voted
on unanimously for the 2021 playing season. We were under
no illusions that it was going to be as simple as creating
a fixture list and going out and playing. Some areas were
effected by COVID, many games were not played and
some leagues struggled more than others. However,
women’s shinty made an effort to get back on the pitch
through meaningful consultation and input. While it may not
have been ideal for all due to COVID and other restrictions it
was likely the best we could have hoped for.
MOWI again kindly agreed to commit to their sponsorship
contribution to Shinty as a whole. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank them again on behalf of the WCA and

all member clubs for their contribution to the great game
of shinty.
To the WCA committee I’d like to thank you all for sticking
with it through another strange year and thank you to
everyone for their incredible efforts and work behind the
scenes. Since the AGM a few more volunteers have come
forward to help us boost the WCA committee and help
spread the load and allow us to hopefully profile the game
more.
To the clubs, thank you for engaging to help us come up with
plans for not just 2021 but for 2022 also. And for all the work
done to keep shinty in your clubs going. Your volunteers have
guided your clubs through difficult times and their efforts are
noted.
Looking ahead to 2022, it again feels slightly uncertain.
However, what 2021 has shown is there are so many
positives that can be achieved in such difficult times by
coming together as the Women’s Shinty community. I’m
under no illusion that 2022 will see everything return
completely to “normal” However, at our clubs meeting we
were delighted to plan to return to league set ups that will
see more regular and competitive shinty for all. There has
also been some great discussion on the emerging profile of
the number of young girls playing shinty and how we can
develop that further. We look forward to 2022 and seeing
lots of Women and girls back playing the sport they love.

- Lisa MacColl
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THE FUTURE OF
WOMEN’S SHINTY
IS BRIGHT…
As part of our celebration of Women & Girls in Sport Week,
Camanachd Association Regional Development Officer, Katie
Drain spoke to our 2021 ambassadors to get a flavour of what
they are looking to achieve in their role and why they wanted
to be shinty ambassadors.
“Sport and physical activity so important to health and wellbeing
because you are out in the fresh air and socialising which helps
your mood and mental health.”

be able to show them how good shinty is so that it could
potentially lead to expanding women’s shinty.”
- Ruby Fraser, Charleston Academy

“Sport and physical activity is crucial to health
and wellbeing because exercise makes you feel
good about yourself and hard work pays off.”

Who is your shinty role model and why?
“My role model is Iona Campbell because she was one
of the coaches when I first started playing, and was the
one who encouraged me into in a male dominant team.
I hope to engage more girls in shinty through my role as
an ambassador by giving them opportunities to try shinty
in their PE lessons and encourage them to come along to
training sessions.”
- Eilidh Cameron, Lochgilphead High School

“When I was young my dad always encouraged and
supported me to play shinty. Alongside his support, Doreen
MacDonald (Cowal Youth Shinty), has been a dedicated
support for me and the other girls in our team. I hope that
by being a good role model I will promote shinty for all. I will
actively encourage girls to come and try shinty at our after
school sessions. Thereafter, I will ask for feedback and try to
implement any suggestions which could improve sessions
and make them more accessible for girls.”
- Anna Nicolson, Dunoon Grammar

“I enjoy keeping fit and staying active because it is great for your
health and well-being, it makes me feel good about myself as
well as making playing sports a lot easier and more fun as you
are able to lots of physical activities without getting tired too
quickly. Shinty also makes me feel productive about my day and
helps me have a good mindset on what i want to achieve in the
next few years.”

“Sport is important to health and wellbeing
because it keeps people moving and interacting
with people which are both proven to be
beneficial to people.”

“My shinty role model is Laura Gallacher because it is
obvious she is really committed to shinty and she has
achieved so much throughout the years like playing for
Scotland from a very young age. She has amazing skill and
I would love to achieve the things that she has throughout
shinty. I hope to engage more girls into shinty by doing
training sessions, organising games/tournaments with other
clubs, organise shinty camps as it will be good for them to
meet girls their age that have similar interests to them and

My shinty role model is Lyndsey Bradley because she has
been my coach for as long as I can remember and she has
been brilliant. She is a great coach and player who has always
been pushing to get us more games and improve our teams
playing, she has even played for the men’s team when they
needed players. I hope to engage more girls in sport through
my role as an ambassador by continuing to run the under 14s
training and get those girls to encourage their friends also I
will talk to people in school about going. - Sally Patterson,
Ardnamurchan High School
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girls/boys the confidence to come along to club trainings and
take part in tournaments, matches etc to build their skill and
confidence.” - Beth Murphy, Plockton High School.
“Sport and physical activity can have a positive effect on
mental health as you can make friends and be able to speak
to people who are passionate about the sport you enjoy while
also giving you life skills such as communication, focus and
discipline.”
“I couldn’t pick just one there are so many inspiring women in
shinty who I idolise and want to be just like. My role models
would have to be Kirsty Deans as she’s a phenomenal player
with amazing stick work and skills, Sarah Corrigall, & Laura
Mackay who has brought me into shinty and has taught me
all I know and will continue to coach me through my shinty
career as she’s played internationally and help coached
international players such as Deans and Corgi. My aim as
a shinty ambassador is to introduce more girls into Shinty
and sports overall as they can pick up something they may
love and they can make lifelong friends in the process.” - Evie
Stubbs, Inverness Royal Academy;
“Keeping active allows you to have a distraction from stress and
gives you an outlet, and an opportunity to be part of a team and
gain vital skills at the same time, for example, communication
skills while improving your fitness. Being involved in a team also
creates potential for people to be more open and speak up when
they are struggling, due to friendships being created within the
team/club.”
My shinty role model is Kirsty
Deans because of her leadership
skills, determination, skill
and passion for the sport. I
hope to engage more girls in
sport through my role as an
ambassador by running girls
only training sessions at school
and involving them with girls
only competitions such as the
Donella Crawford sixes which is
a great competition to take part
in and ensure they are aware of
the potential pathways within
sport. While also trying to be a
role model for younger players.
- Chloe Mutch, Culloden
Academy.
“Playing sport is an amazing social opportunity which creates
good memories and allows you to meet new people from different
places. Exercise makes you get outside and enjoy the fresh air and
places around you.”
Who is your shinty role model and why?
“My shinty role model is Laura Mackay because she’s been
so dedicated to shinty and her teams for so many years and
she was my first ever coach. I would love to give more young

“I feel that physically activity is so important
for your health and well-being as it’s a fun
way to keep healthy and for some people it’s not
as hard trying to find the motivation to take
part in activities compared to doing a workout
or going on a run to try and keep healthy.”
“I would say that Sarah Corrigall is someone I look up to in
shinty as she’s an amazing shinty player and as well she’s
always very encouraging towards new shinty players, the
players in our team and she always tries to help out in any
way she can when anyone needs a hand with their shinty
skills. I hope that I’ll be able to encourage more girls to
play sports through my role as an Ambassador by having
a friendly environment at any activities I organise or help
at and also I will try and make sure to try and help any girls
at these activities to learn new skills and become more
confident and comfortable with the people they play sports
with.” - Molly MacKinnon, Portree HS Shinty Ambassador
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EVIE COULTAS OPENS
UP ABOUT THE IMPACT
LGBT+ TEAMMATES
HAVE HAD ON HER
Andrew Henderson sits down
with Evie Coultas for his website
“Pride of the terraces”.
In many ways, there is no sport so quintessentially Scottish
as shinty.
The rivalry between shinty’s two most dominant teams
Kingussie and Newtonmore, separated by just a couple
of miles, is the stuff of legend. Many people there will
live and breathe the sport, but with a total population of
roughly 2500 between them, it may be easy to assume that
they – and by extension shinty as a whole – is not overly
progressive.
That, though, could not be further from the experience of
Evie Coultas, who plays Gaelic football as well as turning out
for Glasgow Mid Argyll.
“You see discreet things that make you really proud and happy,”
she explained. “Some of the folk wear rainbow laces, and you get
a sense – and I think it’s the same with a lot of folk in the queer
community – that you don’t need to go shouting about it.
“The little things, the little rainbow flags or pins or laces, those
make you feel like you don’t even need to talk to someone. As
soon as I see those, we’re connected, because you have that
support from someone else.
“Playing shinty and seeing those little things, it just makes you
feel so at ease. I have never ever played shinty or Gaelic football
or any other sport and felt in any way that I’m being pushed to
the side or singled out for being gay. A lot of credit has to go to
individual people for that.
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“Especially over the last year with Covid, something that has
made me feel so proud of the shinty community is that we don’t
have the league up and running, but we’re still playing games,
and everyone is there solely because we love shinty and we want
to play. That kind of passion and enthusiasm for the game, that
love for the sport, shines through in everyone.
“We’re all there for the same reason, we just want to play shinty.
It’s not about winning and losing, you do your absolute best and
you play the game. I think the past year has really pushed that
on, because we’re all having to work that extra bit harder to get
things organised or make sure things are safe.
“It just goes to show that we’re not there because it’s any other
hobby, we’re there because we love it.” Instead of being turned
away by shinty, playing for GMA has actually helped Coultas
embrace her identity and wear it on her sleeve every day.
Long before picking up a caman for the first time, though,
Coultas was confronted at school by the stereotype that all
women who play sport must be lesbians, and that sowed the
seeds of resistance against being her authentic self.
“I feel like I’ve come to be the biggest sporty lesbian stereotype
that there’s ever been,” Coultas laughed. “People meet me now
and say ‘so you’re the sporty lesbian’, and I totally am. I feel quite
at home with that stereotype, I feel really comfortable saying
that’s me, I’m happy with that.
“Back in high school, though, I played football and it was said
that if you were a bit more sporty you were gay. It wasn’t thrown

about as a compliment, it was thrown about in a bad way which
made you feel a bit scared at the idea. You would be dead
defensive if someone called you gay – just because I played sport
didn’t mean I was gay.
“Because it wasn’t a positive thing, it made me reject it
completely and hide away from it. For a long time when I was
younger, up until I was 20 or 21, I was a bit of a tomboy so people
would call me a lesbian, but it was never a good word.
“I associated it with something bad, so I totally rejected it, I would
immediately say I wasn’t. I just didn’t want to explore it because
it was said so negatively. If people tell you that this thing is bad,
you don’t want to be that. You don’t want to be something that
others are trying to be negative about.
“I came to realise after taking a bit more time to think about
myself and what I really want in life that it’s just a case of having
a positive impression of people who are gay. It’s not a bad thing,
and that allowed me to explore it myself.
“Because it was pushed on me in a really negative sense, for the
longest time the only thing that I would associate with being a
lesbian was it being a bad thing. Because I didn’t know anybody
who was happy or in a relationship, and you don’t hear much in
the media about that, ultimately it was a case of if you came out
it was going to be a lonely life. There was nobody there to fall in
love with, you weren’t going to be happy, it’s just you. Of course,
nobody else wants to be gay because it’s so negative.
“I guess I spent a long time after high school trying to figure
myself out – where I wanted to be and what was going on. It took
such a long time, a hell of a long time, because I only just came
out properly to my family and everyone else last year.

“If you don’t know any gay people or you don’t know anybody
from the LGBT+ family, you essentially feel like there isn’t anyone
out there. Coming into sport and seeing people who are queer,
who identify as gay and bisexual, that was kind of new to me.

“I’ve probably known and been quite comfortable with it for two
or three years, so it’s all still quite new, but I think the period of
leaving high school and not really knowing what to do was a lot
do to with not being comfortable with who I was.”

“It felt like I could explore that without the idea that it had to end
in some kind of loneliness. There aren’t lots of people in our team
who identify within the queer community, but the few that did
made a huge impact on me.

For a lot of people who have witnessed that negativity at
school, university is the first place they really get the chance
to broaden their horizons. For Coultas, though, that university
experience did not last long, although she did try out shinty
for the first time.

“I felt like what I was seeing was a part of me. That was my first
experience of chatting to someone who talked about their wife or
girlfriend, and that took me aback. It made me think that I might
not be lonely, that there were other people, so that was really nice.

That piqued her interest so that later, when researching and
realising that she was based about five minutes away from
GMA, she jumped at the chance to go along to a training
session. That, really, was where she first came across LGBT+
people who were enjoying life just as much as anyone else.

“We became friends. It’s such a strange place to be in to have
nobody, or not know that many folk, so to go into sport and it
becomes a normal thing that isn’t a big deal – you just are who
you are. If you’re happy and enjoying the game, that’s the only
thing you need to worry about, that’s the only thing people
care about...

“I don’t have a lot of friends within the LGBTI+ community, I’ve
never been involved in it,” she said.
“I came into the game and realised that there were queer people
there, and that those people were so happy I could see their
happiness.

Read the full and inspiring
interview by scanning the
QR Code
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KILMALLIE 2ND TEAM PLAYER
EARNS BALLIEMORE,
MACTAVISH & CELTIC MEDALS
AFTER COMMITTED 2021
SEASON…
Shinty Ambassador, James Munro, ran the
line for 3 of shinty’s major cup finals this
season, we caught up with him in the off
season to find out more…
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How are you enjoying the big days?
I have taken part in 3 major cup finals, the ALVANCE
Balliemore, Celtic, and the Cottages.com MacTavish. I ran a
line for all 3 of these cup finals and being part of such a big
day is an amazing feeling, such a buzz!

What made you want to become a shinty ambassador?
I wanted to become a shinty ambassador because I really
enjoy the sport. I want to encourage others to play and to
keep players coming through to the local teams.
An opportunity came up in Lochaber High School so I
applied, I was absolutely delighted to have been chosen
along with Archie Mckinnon.

What plans do you have to improve shinty offerings
at school?
Plans to improve shinty in Lochaber High School are that we
now run 2 lunchtime shinty clubs, one for boys and one for
girls. We have a good turnout for both.

What’s your favourite thing about being an
ambassador?
My favourite thing about being a shinty ambassador is
running the shinty in school, seeing the players turn up
each week and work together as a team and enjoy playing
the sport.
I also enjoy attending games too especially the likes of the
cup finals such as the ones I was linesman for. I help coach at
a local primary school each week and also referee games.

"All the officials at each match
have made me feel welcome, feel
at ease and be part of the game."
or if the players judged me or my performance because I
was young. But once you are on and the game starts you
are in that zone and the nerves go. Thankfully all 3 went
well and I really enjoyed them! All the officials at each
match have made me feel welcome, feel at ease and be
part of the game.

You’ve been in Kilmallie 2nd team, is that the plans
for next year?
I play for Kilmallie U17s and Kilmallie 2nd team. Next
season I plan to continue with both teams so as to improve
my basic skill and cement a position within the team. I’d
also like to be able to get a run of form going and continue
to improve weekly.

What do you think Kilmallie 2nd team can achieve
next year. Do you think you’ll be pushing for a
promotion from MOWI North Division 2?
We have a great opportunity to push on for promotion this
coming year. Our squad has come on leaps and bounds
with the inclusion of both younger and older players. With
a new manager coming in everyone will be fighting for
a start in the line-up. We have come close to promotion
previously and after winning our local league we have a
great chance!

Were you nervous before any of the cup finals?

What would you say to anyone who wants to get
involved in officiating?

The first cup final that I was a linesman for I was quite
nervous, I was nervous in case I made the wrong decision

To anyone that is thinking about officiating I’d say do it, go
for it!
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GOD’S GAME?
The below articles give different but equally
amusing versions of shinty as seen in
heaven…
Having managed to walk through the Pearly gates,
Ken Thomson, Donnie Grant and Alister MacIntyre
were sitting watching the 2093 Camanachd Cup
Final which was being beamed live on satellite TV
from the Bught Park, Inverness.
The coverage included highlights of the 1993
Camanachd Cup Final between Kingussie and
Oban Camanachd, and then concentrated on the
Bi-centenary Cup Final between Inverness and
Glasgow Camanachd. Neither team had prevented
Kyles winning their first ever national league final
that year, but the two sides were evenly matched and
a close contest was anticipated.
Donald Skinner arrived on the same cloud, offered
everyone a (small) Glenmorangie and asked for
predictions. Two of them reckoned that Glasgow
would win and the other two went for Inverness. The
TV pictures showed that the 20,000 seater stadium
was full to capacity. The sun was shining, the pitch
immaculate and the Camanachd Association Pipe
Band resplendent in their regalia as they led out the
teams. The match started with some strong tackling.
“Brian Davis would never have allowed that.”
Reckoned Alister. By half-time the score was 2-2.
“The crowd are getting their money’s worth today. I
believe they’ve reduced admission to £100,”
said Donald.
Some fine goals in the second half saw the full-time
score finish at 4-4. The home support was vociferous.
Their shinty team was doing them proud and it was a
welcome break from the continuing argument about
Thistle merging with Caley.
By the end of extra-time the score was 6-6 and it
meant that a replay would be required in Glasgow on
the following Saturday. There had been no bookings,
no injuries and none of the synthetic camans had
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broken. The ball, in fact, was still in good enough
condition to use in the replay. “Two strong teams,”
said Donnie. “Do you reckon Team Sport Scotland
in the 1990s helped to produced these teams?” asked
Ken. They all thought it was a possibility.

“The last I heard
of him he was
working on the
film of Shinty II –
The Sequel.”
The Canadian TV presenter summed up and then
cut to the adverts. “You wouldn’t hear Hugh Dan
speaking like that,” commented Alister. “What has
happened to him anyway?” asked Donnie. “The last
I heard of him he was working on the film of Shinty
II – The Sequel.”
Meanwhile Willie Batchen floated past. “Good game
today lads, but they’ll need more referees for next
season,” he shouted. They knew he was right. Some
things never change.
Suddenly John Paterson appeared out of a very big
cloud, “Who let you up here?” they joked in unison.
He took it the right way. “There’s no keeping me
down,” he replied “and what about all that dangerous
swinging today then, you would think they would
have stamped it out by now?”
They all agreed and met up again a week later for the
replay.
John Roberston, Kingussie (First published in Shinty Yearbook 93-94, Page 25).

WILL THERE
BE SHINTY IN
HEAVEN?
By Rev Dr Roderick MacLeod
It was a service of commemoration for one of the
great Argyll shinty players of half a century ago.
The minister recalled the skill and dexterity with
which he had wielded the caman when he was in
the prime of his youth. And in picturesque language
the preacher imagined the sportsman who had now
departed the earthly scene, exercising his talents on
the shinty fields of heaven.
Afterwards, I closed my eyes and tried to envisage
what the game of shinty would be like when played
on the Elysian fields rather than on the green swards
of An Aird or the Winterton or Mossfield. How
would the shinty matches in heaven differ from
those played on earth by fallible mortals?
1. On the heavenly shinty field the most admired
person on the park is the referee - second only in
popularity to the highly respected goal judges.
In fact, the referee is to all intents and purposes
redundant as all the players are so intent on playing
to the rules. All the referee’s decisions are greeted
with polite applause, by players and spectators alike.
At the conclusion of each game - which lasts exactly
90 minutes as there is no foul play or time-wasting the referee is carried shoulder-high from the field by
twenty four grateful players.

4. On the heavenly shinty field the first-aid kit has
long been abandoned as surplus to requirements.
For many ages the medicine bag has become an item
in the Shinty Museum. Players are so careful and
considerate in their play and so skilful in swinging
the caman that injuries have become a thing of the
past.
5. Reluctantly, the decision has been taken to
disband the Disciplinary Committee because there
is never any business to discuss on its agenda. All
players are so fair and law-abiding, more interested
in playing shinty than gamesmanship and unsporting
behaviour, that there are no longer any disciplinary
proceedings. All visiting teams turn up on time and
no side would dream of calling off at the last minute
causing consternation to the local twelve impatiently
assembled on the field. All supporters are so wel
behaved that it is not necessary to censure teams
because of the disorderly conduct of their spectators.
I woke up and discovered it had all been a dream.
I had not yet been transported to the ever-green
shinty field in the sky. But I was left with this
thought. Would it not be heaven or earth if players
and spectators (including myself) tried that little bit
harder to be tolerant, even-handed and fair during
the hour and a half that the greatest game on this
planet is being played?
(Rev Dr Roderick Macleod was minister of
Cumlodden, Lochfynside and Lochgair. He has been
known to rush back non-stop from John O’Groats
to Kilmartin to support Kilmory on a Saturday
afternoon.)

2. After several Extraordinary General Meetings the
Celestial Camanachd Association has unanimously
decided to delete the rule outlawing foul language on
the shinty field. For many centuries now no player
has been heard to swear, and voices are raised only
in cries of approval for gifted play.
3. When shinty is played in heaven, opposing players
eagerly run to congratulate an opponent when he
scores a goal. Skill on the park is keenly applauded.
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ROYAL BANK SHINTY
AMBASSADOR PROGRAMME
BACK WITH A BANG

The Royal Bank Shinty Ambassador programme has been
running since 2018 and as we move beyond the pandemic
there is a real chance for our ambassadors to make a
difference in their schools…
Unfortunately, much of the 2020-21 Shinty Ambassador’s
time in post was spent in lockdown so delivering sessions
and having an impact in local primary schools wasn’t an
option for these young people. Having said that, they all
attended 2 National Ambassador meetings, were upskilled
and all delivered some shinty within their own High School
which was a fantastic achievement given the restrictions that
were presented.
All 2020-21 Ambassadors also attended an online meeting
with their local club where they looked at what could be
delivered to promote shinty in the school but also what
would link well to the local club and strengthen the pathway
from school to club shinty.
The Camanachd Association were able to launch the
programme under its new sponsorship with Royal Bank of
Scotland, profiling some of the ambassadors and allowing the
programme some media attention.
For 2021-22, the ambassador programme has gained huge
traction with 15 schools signing up to be a part of the
process. A training weekend took place on the 13th and 14th
November with 30 ambassadors in attendance throughout
the two days. In person training delivered by Active
Advantage was a big part of their leadership training which
will unquestionably help them move forward as the shinty
leaders of tomorrow.
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Anna Nicolson and Ross Donald from Dunoon Grammar said:
“We wanted to be Shinty Ambassadors so they can improve and
create different shinty opportunities within our local area. We
each bring our previous shinty experience, knowledge and skills to
the role as Ambassadors and are excited to be shinty leaders.
The best thing about shinty is getting to play with your friends,
not to mention winning games!”
Eilidh Cameron & Innes Cameron said:
“We are both experienced players and are determined to use our
expertise to motivate others to participate in Shinty. We have a
particular interest in increasing uptake among the younger years
in the school and plan to introduce small, fun tournaments to help
achieve this.”
We are looking forward to seeing how these young people
progress in 2022..

‘SCHOOL OF SHINTY’
PROGRAMME
CONTINUES TO THRIVE
The Camanachd Association recognise the crucial role
Secondary Schools can play, in increasing participation,
providing opportunities and developing performance by
providing quality opportunities for children of all ages. The
School of Shinty initiative is all about connecting more young
people with more shinty throughout the academic year with
support from the local shinty clubs, and the Camanachd
Association Regional Development Officers. Since our first
school of shinty was established on the 10th October 2018,
we have established a further 7 schools of shinty.
Lochaber
High

Oban High

Charleston
Academy

Uddingston
Grammar

Kingussie
High

Ardnamurchan
High

Grantown
Grammar

Kilchuimen
Academy

In order to support the schools on their journey a new
School of Shinty Accreditation Scheme has been developed
to encourage greater participation and progression after
schools sign up.

have been put through their refereeing qualifications too
which has benefitted and will benefit us greatly in the future
as we hosted a very successful S1/2 Shinty festival and had
our seniors refereeing at it. We hope to host more in the
future and look forward to getting more Shinty going in the
school to encourage and get more pupils playing.”
Additionally, Kilchuimen Academy are now providing 4
hours of curriculum based shinty activity every Thursday
with support from local club Glengarry as well as their
Regional Development Officer Ronald Ross. Elaine Cameron,
Glengarry member and teacher at Kilchiumen said: “The easy
part of this project was of course running the sessions, the
hard part was finding the funding for equipment and along
the way, we thought that we would never get this project
running, however, when we live in a community that has so
many supportive people and they can see and understand
what the Club is trying to do, we never should have had
doubts that our drive and enthusiasm would be matched by
some amazing people.”
We look forward to welcoming more schools into our
programme next season!

As a specific example Charleston Academy have signed up
to be a school of shinty and are already delivering curriculum
time shinty sessions as well as an after-school club. They are
also planning to qualify their young leaders in both coaching
and refereeing as well as hosting a S1/2 festival in December
2021. Charleston Academy teacher, Shaina Archibald who
supports with the school of shinty said: “We have a number
of pupils who attend Charleston that play Shinty for Beauly,
Lovat and Inverness. We have got the Shinty Ambassador
programme up and running in the school and the girls have
been helping to coach at our after school Shinty extracurricular club. The girls hope to run girls tournaments to
encourage more girls to take part in Shinty as well as run
more first Shinty based sessions and hopefully get some
festivals/tournaments on the go. A number of our pupils
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SEEDS OF GROWTH IN
PLACE FOR NAIRN SHINTY
Regional Development Officer for Growth, Iain Robinson
has begun his work in one of the most populous towns in
the Highlands, Nairn. The primary focus of the project was
to develop new shinty participation and grow interest with a
view to establishing a club. Nairn as one of the largest towns
in the Highlands and with strong geographical links to two
established shinty communities in Strathspey and Inverness
seemed like a sensible option for development. The overall
aim is to develop a shinty club that can be sustained by itself
with reduced assistance from the Camanachd Association.
That’s all very well but how do you grow a shinty club from
nothing? Youth of course. The first activity planned was
a summer camp which there was some trepidation about
whether or not the locals would take to the introduction of
a new sport in their town. Fears were soon dispelled though
as 43 pupils from the local community attend the session,
giving an early indication of the strong interest. The taster
session provided the participants with an understanding of
some basic shinty skills and as is often the way with these
things, a local volunteer was recruited who was keen for
shinty to continue within Nairn.
Following on from the taster session an afterschool shinty
club was organised for Gaelic students in the first instance
and then it was extended to the wider school roll thanks to
the recruitment of volunteers. 17 participants signed up to
take part in the Gaelic sessions and 22 for additional sessions
all between the ages of 4 and 8. These sessions focused on
fundamental skill development and were capped by a visit
from BBC ALBA’s TV cameras as they did a feature on the
Gaelic news promoting the children’s use of Gaelic within a
different setting as well as the new club developing in Nairn.
After school shinty is one thing but in order to cast your
net far and wide it is essential to get it during school hours.
Therefore, thanks to the dedication of Iain, curriculum time
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shinty began in Millbank and Rosebank Primary schools in
Nairn at the end of September. Both sessions are set up to
connect students to the sport and the afterschool club that
started in November in partnership with local parents and
Active Schools. On the 23rd of October, Nairn Camanachd
Club (name tbc) attended the Mike Macleod 6s hosted by
Inverness Shinty Club. This was a massively positive step
for shinty in Nairn as they competed in a festival for the first
time, not only did they compete but they performed strongly,
winning 4 matches, drawing 1 and losing 1 – not half bad for
a team that has only been playing for 3 months! As Nairn
develops their interest in shinty we aim to ensure young
people get a high-quality experience in our sport focused on
fun and building a community spirit. The parents / guardians
for all participants are already looking forward to their first
coach education training to help support the club moving
forward and it seems clear that the foundations of a strong
club are already being made in Nairn.

END OF AN
ERA AS
NATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER RETIRES…
Graham Cormack, who had been the Camanachd
Association National Development Manager for
over 15 years retired at the end of 2021.

When anyone retires from an organisation it is sad to see
them go, however, when the person in question has had the
kind of impact on the organisation that Graham has had on
the Camanachd Association it goes far deeper than that.

pathway and aligning it with national standards. His legacy will
live on with the Association as many of the standards and policies
we have in place are Graham’s work. We wish him well for the
future and hope he won’t be a stranger.”

Joining the Camanachd Association in 2007 from a rugby
background, Graham was focussed on ensuring that people
had opportunities to perform to the highest level possible in
shinty. This was beyond just players and included coaches,
officials, volunteers etc.

Camanachd Association Chieftain John MacKenzie extended
his thanks by saying:

Graham said: “The most rewarding aspect of the job is
witnessing people demonstrating their commitment, techniques
and skills while enjoying all the benefits of health and wellbeing.”
Throughout his time with the Association Graham has
delivered a number of projects including making huge strides
in equality, coaching and equipment provision. However, if
we were to list Graham’s achievements at the Association
this article would stretch beyond any reasonable word count,
what we can say is that anyone who has worked with him will
know the level of dedication he took to his job.
The projects are just a small part of what Graham brought to
the Association, he line managed the Regional Development
Team and was always available to provide guidance to
anyone within clubs across the country.

“It seems yesterday but yet a long time ago when we first met
with your employment in support of the Camanachd Association.
Since the conclusion of my term of office and over the years,
there has been huge change across the sport. It Is fair to say you
have been at the core and significantly involved in that change,
all of which the game desired and indeed implemented as a
matter of course. From experience, and on the periphery looking
in, I know personally the amount work involved in all that goes
on, especially with change, which is a huge challenge. However,
yourself as a leader and indeed the team, have done a fine job in
the process. I would like to congratulate you on the job done and
extend personal appreciation for your support in both my own
and indeed succeeding President’s terms of office.”
The Camanachd Association would like to put on record
once again its warmest of thanks for the years of service that
Graham has provided our sport with and we wish him a very
happy retirement.

Steven MacKenzie, Camanachd Association President said:
“Graham has done much valuable work in improving our coaching
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BEAULY’S YOUNG TEAM HIT
FOUR TO WIN COTTAGES.COM
MACTAVISH JUVENILE CUP

On 4th December, a match that seemed destined not to be
happen after several postponements, was finally played in
wintery conditions at Braeview Park, Beauly.
As the teams were piped onto the pitch by Niall Bolger,
the icy winter’s air meant spectators were wrapped up in
scarves and coats, juxtaposed against the t shirt and shorts
of the players ready to do battle. Beauly took the lead in the
15th minute after a corner lead to a scramble in the box –
Kings only able to get the ball half cleared as Kieran Rennie
ran onto it, lifting it over the head of George Taylor-Ramsay
in nets.
Kingussie were awarded a penalty 10 minutes later after
a kick from Beauly’s keeper Lennox Stewart – however, he
made up for his error with a fine save from Kings Captain,
Iain Fraser’s penalty.
Shortly after it was two for the green and white’s – strong
play from Beauly’s Calum MacIver who held off a man twice
his size before firing it into the feet of Finlay MacLennan who
slipped the ball into his namesake Finlay “Stork” MacLennan,
his shot slid past the keeper giving Beauly some much
needed security.
Kingussie pushed to get back into the game for the
remainder of the half but a combination of strong defensive
work and Lennox Stewart’s shot stopping meant that it was
2-0 when Iain Kennedy brough the half to a close.
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The start of the second half was very middle of the park
with no keeper truly tested and very little sustained pressure
from either side. This was until the 72nd minute: a free hit
from Beauly Captain Euan MacCormick was driven into the
box where Taylor-Ramsay’s clearance was decent, albeit
not enough, a powerful long range strike from Finlay “Stork”
MacLennan made it 3-0 and effectively ended any hope of a
Kings comeback.
10 minutes from the end and Finlay MacLennan made
sure that Stork wasn’t going to be the only Finlay on the
scoresheet as he smashed home from a tight angle following
a good shy from Ewan More. The 4-0 final score line was
a little harsh on Kingussie who played well throughout the
match just couldn’t find that lethal edge. Beauly Captain Euan
MacCormick lifted the cottages.com MacTavish Juvenile
trophy as Finlay MacLennan was presented with the Sandy
MacKay Man of the Match Medal.

You can watch
highlights of this
game by scanning
this QR Code.
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FROM DARKNESS
TO LIGHT
A llan MacPherson was one of the Glasgow University
stalwarts who couldn’t make the celebrations due to prior
commitments. He was, however, there in spirit, having
offered this tale to tell...
Come on there, Allan, swing the club, man! The ball had
landed just between Allan and his immediate opponent and
with his team-mates shouts ringing in his ears he swung at
and struck the ball at the same instant as his opponents club
made contact with it. The ball shot from between the two like
a bullet and with unerring accuracy hit Allan right in his left
eye. Darkness descended as he dropped his club and held his
hand over his eye which felt as if it had been driven right
into his head; a warm trickling sensation through his fingers
revealed to him that he had been cut. The game stopped and a
group of concerned players and the ref gathered to look and to
advise. The manager who was also a Doctor took a look at it
and said: “You’ll have to go off, Allan. Go back to the dressing
room and get changed and I’ll take you to the Eye Infirmary as
soon as the game is over.”
Being Saturday evening there was only a junior houseman on
duty in the Berkley Street Infirmary. He cleaned up the injury,
put several stitches in a wound on the eyelid and said that Allan
would have to be admitted overnight and the consultant would
see him in the morning. He added: “With eye injuries there
is a danger of the unaffected eye coming out in sympathy. To
minimise this risk I am going to have to ask you to wear this
pair of ‘spectacles’.”
So saying he held out a pair which had the left lens completely
masked with tape. The right was similar but with a minute
square hole in the very centre which allowed a very restricted
range of vision - considerably less than that of a horse in
blinkers! A nurse was then called and Allan was taken upstairs,
undressed, provided with NHS pyjamas and settled into bed
for the night. Sleep was slow to come, however, as he thought
on the consequences of the injury for the sight of his left eye,
the progress of his university studies and how soon he might
get back to them and even as to whether he would be able
to play shinty again. He also repeatedly replayed the incident
leading to the injury and tried various different approaches to
see if the outcome might have been avoided. Eventually sleep
overtook him with its release from futile worries.

Sunday morning duly arrived and Allan awoke with no
immediate recollection of where he was or what had happened.
All he could see through the peephole in his glasses was light
and almost immediately into this patch of light moved this
incredibly graceful creature dressed all in white and crowned
with the most glorious head of auburn hair, liberally strewn with
golden highlights, he had ever seen. It came to him that he had
woken up in Heaven and this was one of the angels. Realising
he was awake the creature, moving with indescribable grace,
approached his bed and reaching down picked up his hand and
said: “So you’re awake then?” The exquisite touch and the
beautifully modulated voice were quite in keeping with Allan’s
perception of angelic qualities but all came back to him in a
flash as he realised that this angel was merely taking his pulse.
“I am,” he replied: “Who are you?”
“Oh, I’m the Staff Nurse on this ward. What did you do to land
yourself in here?”
Allan wondered how he could be so lucky but merely said:
“My eye got on the wrong end of a shinty ball travelling at
speed!”
“What can you expect if you play that terrible game?”
“You’ve heard of shinty, then?”
“Yes. I’ve even seen it but from a safe distance - like from
inside a passing bus.”
“Oh, so you’re a feartie, then?”
“Certainly not! It’s just that I’ve been blessed with a little bit
more common sense! Talking of which I’ve got nineteen other
patients on this ward to see to as well as you so I’m off to
attend to their needs.”
So saying she sailed off, leaving Allan, who up until this point
in his life had never had a girlfriend, to reflect on what it was
about this one that had made so immediate and profound an
impact on his emotions. Watching her go he decided that life
on earth might have its compensations for a while longer.
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MACMASTER CUP TROPHY
“GOES WEST” IN TIGHT AFFAIR
The U-14 Ken MacMaster Cup final the curtain raiser to
the Camanachd Cup final saw this year’s finalists Skye and
Fort William serve up an enthralling encounter with Skye
eventually prevailing by 2 goals to 1.
Fort William took the lead with a well taken goal by Jack
Stephen on 27 minutes, however with 3 minutes left of the
first half Skye’s Seonaidh MacLeod equalised with a neat
finish to pull the teams level at half-time.
The second half saw both teams create chances but it
was Skye that made the all-important breakthrough with a
moment of brilliance from Ali Stewart on 55 minutes, with
his back to goal he managed to play the ball through his
legs giving Angus MacKinnon in the Fort William goals no
chance. This proved to be the winning goal and a goal worthy
of winning any final. Skye collected the MacMaster Cup from
family representative David MacMaster. Congratulations to

Skye on their well-deserved victory and commiserations to
Fort William who more than played their part in a closely
contested final.

OBAN CAMANACHD WORTHY
WINNERS OF MACQUISTEN CUP
After a number of attempts to get the final played
Oban Camanachd came away 12-0 winners
against a spirited GMA side.
In another match that 2021 seemed determined simply
wasn’t going to happen, it was great to see a conclusion to
the 94 year old competition, albeit in the icy temperatures
of December. Glasgow Mid Argyll kindly stepped up to play
the final after Oban Camanachd’s original opponents were
unable to fulfil the fixture and were welcomed to Mossfield
with the pitch in its usual excellent condition.

Spectators on the day were entertained with some fast free
flowing shinty, Oban Camanachd putting on a dominant
display and going into half-time with a lead of 9-0. Credit
to GMA they never let their heads drop and came out more
compact in the second half – however, Oban Camanachd’s
defence stayed firm and kept their clean sheet. Another 3
goals would follow for Camanachd in the 2nd half although
there were notable performances in the GMA team despite
the scoreline. One such performance was from the GMA
keeper who made an outstanding double save, stopping a
rocket before somehow turning the rebound volley over
the bar.
The trophy was presented to Hannah MacDonald, Oban
Camanachd Captain by David Hamilton, CA Competitions
Committee. Congratulations to both teams for a good
hard game of shinty but a special congratulations to Oban
Camanachd for retaining the MacQuisten Cup.

Goalscorers:
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Ewen Campbell - 5

Louie MacFarlane - 4

Coll McKay - 2

Pearce McBeth - 1

OBAN CAMANACHD
ARE SOUTH YOUTH
CHAMPIONS

The south Under 14 league was completed on Sunday 7th November
when Aberdour and Oban Camanachd’s youngsters met at Lochaber
High Schools 4G pitch due to falling foul of Octobers weather conditions
and grass pitches being unplayable.
Both teams had topped their area leagues by October to progress to
the semi-finals with Aberdour defeating Dunoon by way of a penalty
shootout after a tense 1-1 draw then Oban Camanachd defeated GMA
7-1 in the other semi ensuring a final between the Souths two top teams.
With referee Iain Kennedy taking charge it was the Oban side who
started the better putting the Aberdour back line and goalkeeper under
pressure and the Oban side were able to sustain the pressure for most of
the 1st half. This produced some great individual tussles across the pitch
with the Aberdour goalkeeper producing a string of top saves throughout
the half. Aberdour were well organised and continued to try and impose
themselves but were unable to find the net and the half ended with Oban
Camanachd 2 up thanks to strikes from Scott Campbell and Mathew
Sloss with the latter proving to be a handful for the Dour defence
throughout the game.
The 2nd half saw both teams produce free flowing shinty and credit must
be given on how both sides youngsters tried to play the game. Aberdour
were creating more chances and the game flowed from end to end but
it was Camanachd who were to go on and further their lead with Mathew
Sloss adding a further 3 goals to his tally with Fraser Macmillan and
Daniel Duffy rounding out the Camanachd goals. It was Logan Adam
with the goal for Aberdour who were unlucky not to grab a few
more late on as the Camanachd goalie took his turn to produce
some top saves.
Oban Camanachd captain Alexander Macdonald received the league
trophy from CA youth Director Willie MacDonald who congratulated
both teams for their efforts.

FINAL SCORE:
OBAN CAMANACHD 7- 1 ABERDOUR
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score to 4-1. Kingussie then had their best spell of pressure
yet with Toby Thain in the centre playing some fantastic
passes to his teammates in the forward line.
Kingussie always looked dangerous on the break and their
reward came in the 30th minute when they were awarded
a penalty for a kick in the box by Finlay Chisholm in the
Newtonmore goal. Josh Paterson stepped up and slotted
the ball home making it Newtonmore 4, Kingussie 2.
Newtonmore then rallied once again with pressure from the
resulting throw-up Joe Coyle took possession of the ball,
jinked his way through a number of opposition players and
slotted the ball home on 32 minutes to complete his hat trick
and make the score 5-2 in Newtonmore’s favour going into
the break.

MACKAY CUP
GLORY FOR
NEWTONMORE
PRIMARY
Friday 18th June 2021 saw the Virgin Money Mackay Cup
Final take place at The Eilan, Newtonmore between Kingussie
Primary School and Newtonmore Primary School.
Both schools had come through the group stages of this
competition having played, and beaten schools from up and
down the country. A coin was tossed to determine the finals
venue with Newtonmore securing home advantage.
The game, officiated by Andy Maclean, started quickly with
Newtonmore fast out the blocks and Josh Stewart finding the
back of the net on 4 minutes, quickly followed by a superb
strike by James Coyle on 5 minutes. Kingussie Primary school
were struggling to get a hold of the game but some superb
defending by Hayden Tayler-Ramsey meant the score stayed
like this until the 12th minute.
Newtonmore were relentless in their pressure and Joe Coyle
in the centre was making everything happen for his team with
his quick pace and ability to find space he then scored in the
12th and the 14th minutes of the game, giving Newtonmore a
4-0 advantage.
Kingussie regrouped and never let their heads go down,
some fantastic defending by their back line ensured the score
remained like this until their hard work paid off and Kyle
Mutch struck for the away team in the 23rd minute, taking the
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The second half started with some superb goalkeeping from
Dylan Justice in the Kingussie goal, making some spectacular
saves to keep the score line as was. There was just no
stopping Joe Coyle though, as he scored his 4th of the day in
the 40th minute. Josh Stewart followed up with his second of
the day on 42 minutes after finding himself a yard of space
and looking for the goal, making the score Newtonmore 7,
Kingussie 2.
Kingussie always looked dangerous on the break and some
stoic defending once again by Hayden Taylor-Ramsey meant
the score line stayed intact for the next 10 minutes with
Kingussie nearly scoring from a long range effort from Josh
Paterson which would have found the back of the net if it
wasn’t for a spectacular save from Newtonmore’s Finlay
Chisholm in goals.
On the 51st minute
Josh Stewart
bagged his
hattrick with a
fantastic goal,
capitalising
on a moment
when Kingussie
weren’t fully
concentrating.
The 66th minute saw James Coyle get his second of the day
rounding up the score to 9-2 in favour of the hosts.
The final whistle came shortly after to draw a close to a
brilliant display of shinty from both school teams. Joe Coyle,
Newtonmore’s Captain deservedly collected the Anne
Cameron player of the match quaich for his determined
and skilful performance as well as lifting the Virgin Money
Mackay Cup as Newtonmore Primary Captain for 2021.
Thanks went to both sets of players, coaches and parents
for their support before during and after the event.
To referee Andy Maclean for officiating the game, to
Newtonmore Camanachd for hosting the event and to
the sponsors Virgin Money.

CULLODEN ACADEMY
ARE 2021 DONELLA
CRAWFORD CHAMPIONS
The Donella Crawford 6’s is a key fixture for school teams
in the shinty calendar. Last played in November 2019 it was
fantastic to be able to go ahead with this event again this year
after its abeyance in 2020 due to COVID19.
The Donella Crawford 6s’ provides a platform for high
school girls to come together and take part in shinty, while
remembering Donella, who was a huge advocate of the girl’s
game. Ardnamurchan High School, once again, offered to
host the event which saw 12 teams sign up.
This year we welcomed 2 new teams to the competition and
it was great to see Dunoon Grammar and Inverness Royal
Academy there on the day, we hope they will continue
to be champions for girls shinty and attended future
school festivals.
COVID restrictions and an upsurge of the virus in some
schools caused a few teams to cancel their entries in the
days leading up to the event but it was still great to see all
12 teams participating. Squads were split into 2 groups,
fixtures were handed out and we got underway, only a
few minutes late, which wasn’t too bad.
In the group stages each team played each other once
allowing for the top 2 school teams from each league
to progress to the semi-finals. Culloden Academy and
Ardnamurchan A both finished their respective groups
unbeaten with Plockton A coming second to Culloden
and Kingussie following Ardnamurchan A closely to take
the last semi-final spot.
The semi-finals were played in unison, 5 minutes each way.
The Culloden squad showed their experience and despite an

injury to forward Chloe Mutch were able to capitalise on
chances in the last third and come away with a 2-0 victory
against a fast and furious Kingussie team who battled
well. The second semi-final saw chances at both ends of
the park, it wasn’t until the final two minutes of the game
where Ardnamurchan managed to squeeze a goal past the
Plockton keeper after a passage of nice play, setting them
up with a spot in the final against Culloden.
The final showcased some fantastic shinty played by both
teams. It was a tight game throughout with both teams
battling hard and showing their skills and finesse on the
park. Again it was left late but a well struck goal by Culloden
Academy in the final two minutes proved to be the winner.
Donella Crawford’s cousin, Alistair McMillan was on
hand to conduct presentations, direct the medals and
the trophy to the winning Culloden Captain, Melissa
MacKay, congratulations to everyone at Culloden
Academy for their victory.
Alistair also took the time to comment, as did many of the
coaches, on the rising standard of girls shinty and how it
was fantastic to see many girls back playing after what has
been a challenging 18 months.
The Camanachd Association would like to thank Alistair for
agreeing to conduct the presentations on the day as well as
Herbie, Calum and Rebeka for taking the time out their day
to referee the event, Colm O’Rua and Ardnamurchan High
School for hosting and the young volunteers who set up
and provided a sanitising station for everyone involved
in the event.
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NEWTONMORE CAMANACHD’S
PRIMARY DOMINANCE CONTINUES
Tuesday 14th September saw the second ever CA Primary
Club Cup Final take place at Blairbeg Park, Drumnadrochit.
This game was a repeat for the 2019 Final between
Newtonmore Camanachd and Skye Camanachd and
both clubs had come through the group stages of this
competition having played, and beaten club teams from
up and down the country.
The game, officiated by John MacRitchie, started quickly
and furiously with both teams showing off some fantastic
skill, especially in terms of their long range striking of the
ball which, for a primary final was incredibly impressive
from both sides.
Newtonmore having won both the other national primary
trophies (Tulloch Cup/MacKay Cup) this year were keen to
make it a clean sweep and started as they have all year by
putting pressure on the Skye goal. The Skye defence soaked
up the pressure until the 6th minute when a long range
strike from Joe Coyle found the back of the net and
put Newtonmore one nil up.
The next 5 minutes were end to end and Skye were gradually
getting more and more into the game when a swing of play
meant that Newtonmore’s James Coyle found himself in
a yard of space on the penalty spot and sent a rocket of a
strike past the Skye keeper making it two nil to Newtonmore
with 12 minutes gone.
Some end to end play made for an entertaining spectacle for
the supporters and with chances at both ends throughout
the remainder of the first half. John Archie Tuncay defending
well for Skye and Rory Turner in the Skye goals making some
superb saves to ensure the half time score remained as was.
The second half started just as furiously as the first with
Newtonmore immediately on the attack with Joe Coyle who
had been superb all season getting his second goal of the day
just one minute after the restart. The Newtonmore forwards
seemed to work as a seamless unit with Brodie Campbell
working particularly hard to create opportunities for his
teammates to score.
Newtonmore then started to up the pace of the game,
playing some fantastic passes amongst themselves, it was
easy to see why this team has been so successful. James
Coyle added another goal to his tally and on the 53rd minute
secured his hattrick.
It wasn’t all Newtonmore pressure though, with a fantastic
battle between Skye’s Lachlan Macleod and the Newtonmore
Captain Logan MacCormack taking place each time Skye
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went on the attack. Skye then began to move their players
round and switch up their attacking and defending options.
Skye appeared to have more success when Teri Macleod
was moved into the forward line and she certainly gave the
Newtonmore defence a lot to think about with her movement
and passing. It was all too much for Skye in the end though as
Newtonmore’s forward line added a number of additional goals
to their score line before the final whistle drew the game to a
close meaning that Newtonmore secured their clean sweep of
primary honours for the 2021 season.
Following the final whistle, Logan MacCormack, Newtonmore’s
Captain deservedly collected the CA Primary Cup for 2021 in
front of a crowd of cheering friends and family.
Thanks go to both sets of players, coaches and parents for
their support before during and after the event. To referee John
MacRitchie for officiating the game, Robert Morrison and Jim
Barr for Goal Judging, to GlenUrquhart Shinty Club for hosting
the event at their fantastic facility and to Highland Industrial
Supplies (HIS) who very kindly provided food and drink for all
the players after the final.

DIRECT CLUB INVESTMENT
PROVIDES A NEW
RESOURCE FOR CLUBS
In 2021 the Camanachd Association worked with two clubs
who took on employees in an exciting new venture, funded
by sportscotland’s Direct Club Investment. First, Fort William
Shinty Club then Strathspey.
Willie (Can) MacDonald, former Scotland international
player and current Camanachd Association Youth Director,
was appointed as Club Development Officer at Fort William
Shinty Club. The three-year appointment was made possible
through support from the sportscotland Direct Club
Investment funding which will see the funding matched by
the club and its sponsors to sustain this this exciting post.
Fort William Chairman, Duncan MacPhee, said:
“We are delighted at Willie‘s appointment and are very grateful
to sportscotland, Sandy Slater, Business Consultant, Stirling and
Ronald Ross and Graham Cormack, Camanachd Association,
for all their help. The plan is to create a club structure and ethos
which will endure well beyond the three years and develop and
grow our current membership both playing and non-playing.
The journey started with the club achieving the Camanachd
Association Gold Level Clubmark Accreditation and we would
encourage all clubs to take that route for the long-term benefits it
brings and as a platform for funding appointments such as this.”
Incumbent Willie MacDonald, said:
“First and foremost my thanks go to Fort William Shinty Club for
this excellent opportunity. I have been involved with youth shinty
in the town for many years and it was exciting to formalise this
step and begin on a journey which will increase opportunities
for all in the area. I know that the Camanachd Association will
always be on hand to ensure that I am supported in this role and
I am enjoying it a great deal!”
One of the big successes in the area has been the
introduction of the street league which has seen kids come
together from all over Fort William and the surrounding
area to participate in some competitive but most importantly
fun shinty.

aim is to raise the profile of the club to ensure that people in
the area feel involved.
Club President Charles Young said:
“It is a real pleasure to make this announcement during what has
been a very difficult period for our historic sport. I would like to
record my own and the committee’s grateful thanks for all the
expertise, help and encouragement given to our club by Ronald
Ross, Camanachd Association Regional Development Officer and
Garry Reid, Sportscotland Lead Manager”.
Ronald Ross - Regional Development Manager said:
“DCI is targeted at supporting clubs who have a clear vision of
how they can make a positive impact on their local communities
by delivering more and better opportunities to participate in sport
and physical activity. Strathspey demonstrated their commitment
to providing access to sport for people of all ages and abilities and
I look forward to seeing the impact that this initiative will have not
only in the Strathspey area but also wider afield in the North East.”
Incumbent Matthew Davies said:
“I am here to help develop the club on and off the pitch. On the
pitch, the plan is to work with local schools and create chances to
participate for youngsters.
As well as children I am also very keen to provide opportunities for
men and women who have either never played the sport or used
to play many years ago to give it a go or get back into it. Off the
pitch I will be working to establish a strong volunteer base so that
these initiatives will be able to carry on long after the post has
finished. In the longer term I am looking forward to extending the
shinty umbrella east and into Moray. The opportunity to introduce
the sport of shinty to an area that has little or no recent history of
playing the sport is one that I’m really looking forward to.”

Strathspey Shinty Club perhaps might not have as much
history as Fort William having been formed in 2011, however, they received Foundation club accreditation in 2017 and
Bronze club accreditation in 2018 and are currently working
towards Silver level, speedy progress for the side. The club
has recently revamped its management structure and committee all with defined roles and responsibilities. The club’s
committee and volunteer profile are gender and age balanced
and they want to continue to drive up standards and their
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The Half-Swing Shinty Podcast reviews and previews
the shinty from all of Scotland with a different guest
each week. So far on the podcast we have had Albert
Smith Medalist - Gary Innes, Newtonmore Forward
Iain Robinson and Lovat’s Jamie Matheson as well
as a host of other stars of the game. From Lewis to
Tighnabruaich and Ardnamurchan to Aberdeen – we
have spoken to them all!
You can check it out wherever you
get your podcasts from including
Spotify, Apple Podcasts and more
by searching “Half-Swing Podcast”
or by scanning the below QR Code.
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2021: ENGLISH SHINTY
ASSOCIATION RETURN TO SHINTY
Authors: Melissa Charlton; George
Wickenden & David MacLean

ESA LEAGUE SUMMARY
Despite the challenges posed by the pandemic we have
still had some exciting games this year in a compressed
season due to restrictions on matches early in 2021.
Thank you to all the clubs and those who helped coordinate our fixtures for your efforts in ensuring we could play
shinty safely.
Results of the ESA League for 2021 are joint first place for
Cornwall Shinty Club and London Camanachd and joint

third place for Oxford Shinty Club and Bristol Camanachd
followed by Devon Shinty Club.
We are looking forward to a new season in 2022 and
always keen to hear from anyone who would like to play
for one of our teams. For details, please search for English
Shinty on your browser for the latest information or email
englishshintyassociation@gmail.com. In 2023, ESA will be
celebrating our 10th year anniversary.

TEAM

PLAYED

WON

DRAWN

LOST

POINTS

CORNWALL

3

3

0

0

6

LONDON

3

3

0

0

6

OXFORD

4

1

1

2

3

BRISTOL

4

1

1

2

3

DEVON

4

0

0

4

0

2 points for a win; 1 point for a draw and 0 points for a loss

ESA IN THE FIRST
ROUND OF THE
BULLOUGH CUP
On the 19th June, the ESA men’s team travelled up to
Lochgilphead to play Kilmory Camanachd in the first
round of the Bullough Cup. Match report by ESA Captain
David MacLean:
The first half was a very competitive game with all our
players competing well at the start. We were only down
2-0 at half-time and still in with a chance of recovering.
Unfortunately, as the second half progressed, our fitness
lacked and our swings got more tired, the ball travelled
less, and this meant more running for our already tired
out players. The game finished 5-0.
We had a very strong defence with a joint Man of the Match
performance from both Rob Best and George Wickenden.
Alongside Donald Sinclair anchoring our fullback, we
managed to halt a lot of attacking chances sent our way
by the experienced Kilmory forwards.

Our whole defence played brilliantly against a barrage
of attacks, and I was really proud to see that calibre of
performance especially after a year lacking in game-time.
Our midfield was physical and competitive against a good
Kilmory centre line, who demonstrated a high level of fitness.
Our forwards did not have too many chances go their way
due to the pressure exerted on the defence and midfield.
Unfortunately, due to the reduced number of sessions
training together we lacked cohesion during parts of the
game. Overall, the game had a great competitive aspect to it
and whilst the score line was 5-0 in the end, I don’t believe
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that adequately reflected the gameplay we put forward.
We look forward to returning to play in the Bullough Cup
in 2022.

ESA WOMEN’S TEAM
In 2021, ESA Women did not have the opportunity to play
together as a team, but they did have an interclub women’s
match at London Shinty Festival. “East” ESA (Oxford and
London) played “West” ESA (Bristol, Devon and Cornwall) in
a competitive match that saw a narrow East victory one-nil.
In 2022, the Women’s team hope to get up to Scotland to
play shinty in the Challenge Cup and are planning some ESA
women’s training sessions. They are always looking for more
players for all teams whether you are interested in mixed or
women’s only and regular training or playing in tournaments
– please get in touch!

HIGHLIGHTS FROM
OUR TEAMS
London Camanachd vs London GAA Anniversary match
2021 marked the 125th anniversary of the first London
Shinty v. Hurling game. To commemorate the event London
Camanachd played London GAA at Ruislip in a composite
rules game that saw the hurlers come out on top, 2-11 to 0-1.

South-West Shinty League
ESA South-West Shinty League is a sixes league for clubs in
the southwest of England. The finals are played in the spring,
and it is all to play for in 2022. Bristol Camanachd won the
final 2 - 0 to CSM Shinty Club Gold in 2019-2020.

Cornwall Shinty Argyll and Bute Tour
In August 2021, Cornwall Shinty embarked on a tour
Western Scotland and the North of England. Cornwall began
their tour with an exhibition game against the North of
England which they lost 1-0. This disappointing result was
quickly followed up with a victory against a huge 7-2 win
against Glasgow University. The tour ended in Lochgilphead
with a excellent game against Kilmory Camanachd where
Cornwall respectfully fought back from 3-1 down in to lose
to the home side 4-3. Captain Matt Mossop called the
experience “Brilliant Fun”. Cornwall Shinty Club are looking to
hold another tour next year for their 10th Anniversary Tour.

London Camanachd (left); The two captains before the game –
Barra de Burca, London Camanachd; Fionn Byrne, London GAA

Bristol Camanachd Invitational
In August 2021, Bristol Camanachd took part in an
Invitational tournament inviting teams from South-West
England as well as two teams from St Andrew’s University.
Cornwall Shinty were ultimately the winners of the
tournament but it was great to see teams from Scotland
coming down to England once again to showcase shinty.

New goals for Oxford Shinty Club
This year Oxford Shinty Club received a grant from Oxford
Sport Council to fund goals for the club. The team are looking
forward to being able to train with the new goals from the
Shinty Shop next season.

Oxford Shinty Club
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REFLECTING ON MY
20 YEARS OF SHINTY
IN THE USA
By Michael Ross Bentley
2021 was a very strange year in which to have a
major anniversary. We were forced to celebrate
in bits and pieces, away from the pitch and pub.
But despite all the strangeness of a pandemic,
Northern California Camanachd has turned twenty.

Much of our story has been told here before, about a group
of young Californians reading about an ancient Highland
sport and thinking it sounded like fun. We had a serious
challenge finding out more about shinty in the pre-internet
age, and so it took some long distance correspondence, and
a couple of trips to Scotland before rules and camans were
procured. Even after that effort, almost two decades would
pass before a proper club was formed. I think we all feel it
was worth the wait!
Since 2001 so much has happened for our group, too much
to sum it up in a few paragraphs. Here are a couple of chains
of events that might help paint a picture.
In September of 2001 we crashed the largest local Scottish
Games (the Pleasanton Scottish Games), and played a pick
up match in a corner of the grounds. The next year we had
an information booth and hitting net to get folks interested
in the sport, and in 2008 we were invited by the Chieftain
of the event to play a cup match on the games site. The
following year we hosted Skye Camanachd there. From 2012
our club held the Michael Kosman Memorial Cup (named
for a club member who died far too young) against all
comers until the SCOTS Camanachd visit in 2015, when we
lost out to our guests. And all the participating clubs had the
chance to stand in front of thousands to accept that trophy.
In another chain of events, a casual conversation with
Amelia Blair Oliphant (who was visiting another local
Games) lead to a Northern California contingent playing
shinty with Tayforth at the Blairgowrie Highland Games in
September of 2005. The club attended those games the
next two years as well, bringing 20 players to Scotland in
2007. A smaller group retuned in 2011 to play in Kiltarlity
against Lovat, on Skye, and in Stornoway against Lewis
Camanachd. And we also had a team play in the St. Andrews

Sixes for three years running (2013-15), as well as enjoying
coaching sessions in Kingussie, Fort William, and Inverness.
All in all the club has traveled to Scotland seven times in our
20 years, and club president Michael Bentley has attended
three coaching courses to attain his Foundation, Level One
and Two coaching certificates.
These threads give just a small idea of what we have been
able to accomplish. And we have not even touched on our
Sixes League (2008-11), or the many local events at which we
have demonstrated shinty. Or the fact that we were filmed by
Pixar’s crew ahead of their work on the animated film Brave.
Or any number of other adventures and gatherings that we
enjoyed.
Of course the last two years have kept us off the pitch,
and on top of that we lost one of the club’s founders when
Elheran Francis passed away in June of 2020. I am thankful
that we held an early anniversary ceilidh in August of 2019 to
coincide with a visit by Gary Innes and Ewen Henderson. That
evening allowed so many of us to gather and enjoy everything
that had happened over previous decades, including Elheran.
And in early 2020 we taught the very first Foundation
Coaching course held outside of the UK, with further courses
and workshops planned for later in the year, though obviously
those events never happened due to Covid.
As we prepare for 2022, the remaining club members have
vowed to return to the pitch for hit abouts and coaching
sessions, and from there who knows. Another twenty years?
We very much hope so!
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NEW PROJECT HOPES
TO SECURE FUTURE OF
CAMAN MAKING
In September 2021 a new project
was launched to secure the future
production of camans.
Currently made by a small number of independent
carpenters, caman production has been identified
as a critically endangered craft.
The Camanachd Association has been working with
Inverness College UHI to address the issue, implementing
modern business processes to develop a manufacturers’
“guild”. The five-month initiative received funding from
the Scottish Government’s innovation voucher scheme
which encourages collaborations between organisations,
businesses and academia.
Business and management lecturer David Jack is leading
the project at Inverness College UHI. He explains: “Shinty is
one of Scotland’s most ancient and historically significant sports
and camans are a vital part of the game. As caman making is
a critically endangered craft, the Camanachd Association are
looking for innovative ways to make the manufacturing process
more sustainable. Our main goal will be to support caman
makers to work together so they can share expertise, ideas
and realise the benefits of greater cooperation.”
The caman project is part of a wider collaboration between the University of the Highlands and Islands and
the Camanachd Association. The two organisations have
signed a memorandum of understanding to work together to
explore opportunities around volunteering, work experience,
education and training, coaching and community awareness.

It is hoped that this will enable the Camanachd Association
to further its offering of shinty in UHI, train qualifying teachers in shinty and potentially even recruit
new referees.
Speaking about the agreement, Derek Keir, Chief Executive
Officer of the Camanachd, said: “This project is a fantastic
example of how challenges can be tackled successfully through
collaborative partnership. Shinty is the cornerstone of many
Highland communities and the caman making support project is
just one way that our sport will be able to reap the benefits of our
new academic partnership with UHI.”
Dr Iain Morrison, University of the Highlands and Islands’
Dean of Students, added: “The caman project is a great
example of the synergies that exist in this new relationship. We
share similar geography, socio-cultural roots and a strong desire
to support local communities across the Highlands and Islands.
Our partnership is inherent in the success of our communities
and our communities are fundamental to our strategy and
operation, so we are proud to be working closely with Scotland’s
iconic community sport”
This development comes 12 months after another project
with Napier University which set out testing standards
for camans so as to provide the parameters of what a
gold standard caman should meet. It is hoped that the
collaboration between the Caman Makers in the ‘Caman
Makers Guild’ will further as time goes on so as to protect
the ancient skill of caman making for generations.
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Shinty Memories Scotland has begun its recovery from the
rigours of the COVID pandemic and like other areas of shinty
is having to meet some very significant challenges. Our
activities were clearly curtailed and had to be realigned
significantly to meet the new world of post-covid meetings
and activity. This has placed a great strain on the groups
and our national resources. However, as we emerge from
the bewildering restrictions we have all faced, it remains
our intention to grow and expand the network of groups
currently in place under the umbrella of Shinty Memories
Scotland, currently chaired by David MacMaster
of Caberfeidh. John MacKenzie MBE (Scotland and
Newtonmore) is the project Ambassador. We are
currently seeking SCIO charitable status.
The national group was formed to support the network
using the sport’s archives and other resources to help people
with dementia and living with other issues such as depression and loneliness. The work is also contributing towards
the Camanachd Association’s new Heritage Committee’s
activities. Shinty Memories Groups are open to anyone and
when they are set up, they are supplied with sets of cards
and other materials which have been prepared from various
archives using images of players, trophies, pitches and badges. Various activities such as quizzes, fund-raising veterans'
matches are being organised.
Individual groups such as the Badenoch Shinty Memories
Group have secured significant support from agencies
such as Life Changes Trust and the plan is to use their
collaboration with the Highland Folk Museum as a model
of developments in other areas such as Oban and Lochaber.
We are greatly encouraged to see the formation and expansion of groups in places such as Skye and Inveraray.

We were delighted to receive a massive boost at the Tulloch
Homes 2021 Camanachd cup final with the presentation of
a cheque for £7,500 which was raised with a special Golf
championship at the Craigie Hill Golf Club in Perth. An
event for 2022 is being planned for August 28 at Kingussie
and details will be published about entries and fees etc very
soon. It is expected that Kilmallie will defend their title and
the championship trophy designed and crafted by Roddie
MacLennan of Inverness.
There can be few clubs or families who are not aware of
people who living with the challenges of mental health issues
such as dementia. Shinty Memories Groups are now building
sets of resources to be used to help people improve their
recall, communication skills, self-esteem and confidence.
A new handbook is available to help with the operation of
groups. Shinty images can be digitised for use of the project
and safe return to owners. If you would like to know more
about setting up, joining or helping with Shinty Memory
Groups, make a donation to help with costs, or can help
supply materials for the memory boxes, please contact:
John MacKenzie
07795 544 189
shintymemories@gmail.com
David MacMaster
07599 247306
shintymemories@gmail.com
Hugh Dan MacLennan
07515 287040
shintymemories@gmail.com
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SHINTY CHAPLAINCY
PROGRAMME
Despite all the recent challenges the Shinty Chaplaincy
programme, developed by the Camanachd Association in
partnership with Sports Chaplaincy Scotland, has developed
impressively from the pilot project started at Kyles Athletic
in 2019.
The role of club chaplains is to be a help, support and
encouragement to everyone connected with a shinty club
and they are available to people of all faiths and no faith.
Mark Fleming MA, Director of Sports Chaplaincy Scotland,
and Positive Mental Health Scotland, continues to be the
key driver in the partnership. Throughout the pandemic he
has taken every opportunity to develop discussions with all
interested clubs and potential chaplains.

Currently the nine Clubs that have established
Chaplains include:

BEAULY SC: Gordon Martin
CABERFEIDH SC: Alec Stewart
GLENURQUHART Male: Sean Ankers
GLENURQUHART Female: Gin Ankers
INVERARY SC: Ryan Taylor
KYLES ATHLETIC: David Mitchell
LOVAT SC: Stephen Allison
FORT WILLIAM SC: Justin Cummings
KILMALLIE SC: Euan Dodds
SKYE Male: Donnie MacDonald
SKYE Female: Rebecca Langlands
SKYE Juniors: Gary Wilson
Discussions are ongoing with additional Clubs
If you would like to find out more, contact the
Camanachd Association – admin@shinty.com
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FACILITIES REMAIN
A PRIORITY FOR
CAMANACHD ASSOCIATION
Two vital cogs of any sports club are players and facilities,
without one of which you cannot play. As such, the development of club facilities is a key part of the Camanachd
Association’s strategic plan and we are delighted to say
that many of our clubs have made strides since the last
publication of the shinty yearbook in 2019.
The planned development at Bught Park is obviously one
of the major developments but it will be treated as separate
and discussed later in the yearbook. One of the other major
developments is underway at Mossfield where a steering
group has been set up with a feasibility study targeted as
a goal for the group – the same process the Bught went
through before being awarded funding.
The opening of a new youth pitch at Fort William was one
of the major successes this year the first new shinty field in
the area for many years was officially opened by Duncan and
Rosemary MacPhee, dedicated to the memory of their late
son and Fort William Junior shinty player, Fraser.
Laid out adjoining the main pitch at An Aird, an area of waste
ground was turned into a purpose built training pitch which
meets requirements for Junior League shinty matches and
also boasts floodlight coverage making it one of only a few
shinty parks in the Highlands to do so.
In recognising the long term commitment to the Club by
the MacPhee family, both on the Board and on the pitch,
it was proposed by Club members to name the new field
after Fraser, who was a highly talented and well respected
player, with friends across the shinty ‘world’.
Unveiled by Rosemary, the sign carries a message for all
using the field and for everyone participating in any sport:
“For when the one great scorer comes to mark against your name.
It matters not if you won or lost, but how you played the game”.
For several years a North/South junior tournament,
organised by the family has been held in Fraser’s memory
and it is hoped that the new field will provide a home for
this in the future. The pitch has already found great use
by youngsters participating in the Shinty Street League.

A fantastic development for Fort William which will support
the club and wider community for years to come with the
effects already being felt on the town as this is where the
highly successful Street League games take place.
Elsewhere, Bute Shinty Club received ownership of The
Meadows from the Mount Stuart Trust who generously
donated the grounds to the club at no cost. Bute have
seen many notable victories over the years namely in
the Sutherland Cup in 1972 and the Balliemore Cup on 5
occasions. Promotion to the top tier of shinty, the MOWI
Premiership, was secured for the 2007 season 100 years
after the first club had been formed on the island. The Bute
Shinty and Amateur Athletic Club Chairman, Barry Martin
said: “This gift of the Meadows pitches will have a huge
impact for the Isle of Bute Shinty Club. We are very much
a community club with our clubhouse used for a huge
range of events, with everything from Yoga Classes to
Irish Dancing, weddings and funerals taking place here.
Many will also be aware of the key role the club plays in
hosting the annual Agricultural show and Highland Games
and this transfer of ownership will allow us to move on
and start to plan a much needed storage facility for the
Agricultural Society / Highland Games.
In addition to these important steps, the Camanachd
Association is pleased to report that developments have
also occurred in: Peterson Park, Yoker (GMA) although the
club and the Association continue to work with the local
representatives; Caberfeidh Grass Training area; Tayforth’s
move to Edinburgh Uni; North Connel Grass Pitch. In
addition to this a number of clubs have made treatments
to their pitch and facilities including: Skye Camanachd,
Kingussie, Kyles Athletic, Oban Camanachd / Celtic.
The Camanachd Association has established a Pitches and
Facilities Support Group which all clubs are encouraged to
get involved in to share best practice moving forward.

Following the opening, a Fort William v Kilmallie U-14
League Match took place which was won by the home
side after a hard fought battle. At half time an inscribed
black Caman with silver fittings was presented to Sandy
Slater by the Club for his work in securing the £200,000
funding from various bodies, such as the European Leader
Fund which allowed the project to go ahead.
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NA GÀIDHEIL A’ TIGHINN
CÒMHLA AIG GLASACH
GHLASCHU AIRSON IOMAIN
CHOLMCILLE XIII
Eoghan Stewart describes the action in the 13th annual Iomain
Cholmcille festival for Gaelic speaking shinty players. This year
both competitions – men’s and women’s –took place during the
Royal National Mod and were played at Bught Park, Inverness
Là sònraichte a aig Pàirc a’ Bhucht agus an dà sgioba Inbhir
Nis a’ togail Chupannan a’ Mhòid air beulaibh deagh shluagh.
Ann am farpais nam ban, rinn Inbhir Nis a’ chùis air Sgioba
Gàidhlig na h-Alba aig Iomain Cholmcille air buillean peanais
as dèidh fìor dheagh gheam dusan gach taobh a chrìochnaich
0-0. Thogadh Cupa Dùbhlain LearnGaelic le sgiobair agus
chaidh Laura Brandie bho Inbhir Nis ainmeachadh mar shàrchluicheadair MG Alba.
Ann am farpais nam fear airson Geall-dùbhlain na h-Aghaidh
Mhòir, bha geam beòthail, làn thachartasan ann agus cha
robh sgaradh eadar an dà sgioba aig an deireadh, na Glasaich
le dà thadhal o Penri Jones agus na Inbhir Nisich le tadhal an
urra bho Steven Bellshaw agus Ruairidh Hughes. Chaidh e gu
buillean peanais cuideachd agus ‘s e Inbhir Nis a shoirbhich
agus ‘s e Teàrlach Dòmhnallach, sgiobair Inbhir Nis agus tha
air Bonn Òr na Pìobaireachd a bhuannachadh roimhe, a thog
an duais airson sgioba a’ bhaile.
‘S e Tòmas MacIlleathain aig Srath Ghlais a chaidh
ainmeachadh mar Shàr-chluicheadair MG ALBA - taing
do MG Alba airson an cuid thaic leis na duaisean agus
na reitirean.
Anns a’ mhadainn, bha Gàidhlig an lùib Acadamaidh Iomain
Inbhir Nis agus fhuari gach com-pàirtiche òg bonn a’ Mhòid
le taic o MG Alba airson pàirt a ghabhail.
A Special day at the Bught Park last Saturday 9th October
with both Inverness teams lifting the Mòd Cups in front of
a large crowd.
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In the women’s competition, Inverness defeated the Alba
Gaelic Women’s team from Iomain Cholmcille on penalties
after an excellent 12 a-side game which ended 0-0. Captain
Carolann lifted the LearnGaelic Challenge Trophy and Laura
Brandie of Inverness was named as the MG Alba Sàrchluicheadair (Player of the Match)
In the men’s fixture for the Aviemore trophy, a lively and
event filled game saw nothing between the sides at full
time, with two goals from Penri Jones for Strathglass and
the Inverness men with a goal apiece from Steven Bellshaw
and Ruairidh Hughes. It went to penalties as well and it
was Inverness who triumphed, captain Charlie MacDonald,
Inverness Captain (and Mòd Piping Gold Medallist) who
lifted the cup for the City side.
Strathglass’ Thomas MacLean was named MG Alba Sàrchluicheadair - thanks to MG for their support with the prizes
and the referees.
Earlier in the day, there was a Gaelic input to the Inverness
Shinty Academy and every participant received a Mòd medal
supported by MG Alba for taking part.

CAMANACHD ASSOCIATION WELCOME
NEWS OF FUNDING FOR BUGHT PARK
UPDATE AND POTENTIAL SHINTY MUSEUM
The Camanachd Association are delighted by the UK
government announcement of Levelling Up Fund which
includes nearly £20 million for Bught Park, The Northern
Meeting Park and the Inverness Castle project. The
Camanachd Association were the lead organisation in
the generation of the Bught Park Users Group in 2019
which included key stakeholders and all Users of the facilities
including Inverness Shinty Club. This was set up to promote
the upgrade and development of the Bught Park facilities
which led to a Bught Park Partnership Working Group involving Highland Council and Highland and Island Enterprise
which commissioned a Feasibility Study undertaken by ekos
Economic and Social Development and Integratis Consulting
in 2020. This Feasibility Study funded by Highland Council
and Highlands & Islands Enterprise became a key support
to the application in 2021 from Highland Council for levelling
Up Funding.
Inverness Shinty Club’s Drew McNeil was delighted with
the success of the bid.
Inverness Shinty Club have always seen the Bught stadium pitch
as their home since the 1930’s with Shinty as its most regular
user, it’s not just Inverness that benefit from that but also all of
Shinty across Scotland. In the last Five years via ‘Inverness Shinty
Academy’ we have facilitated the transition of Shinty among
the Primary and secondary kids, boys and girls to a position of
mainstream Sport across the City. Pre-covid there was shinty in
15 Primary schools and 400+ kids attending those sessions, these
kids all require a home/hub to play and develop their skills and
the Bught is the location of the only two Shinty pitches in the city.
A refurbished facility would give our ambitious development plans
a boost and create a Shinty legacy for the city at the Bught”
The funding will go to Inverness Zero Carbon Cultural
Regeneration – the umbrella term for the redevelopment
of Inverness Castle, the Northern Meeting Park and the
Bught Park stadium complex. The criteria to qualify for
the funding was regenerating cultural assets, improving
the local economy and net zero ambitions.
The projects’ break down in the following ways:
For Net Zero both the Northern Meeting Park and Bught
Park will see the creation of an energy centre utilising a
Ground Source Heat Ambient Loop. This will potentially
provide heat energy for adjacent properties of Eden Court,
Inverness Cathedral and Highland Council headquarters.
The Bught Park is a key sports and leisure facilities complex
in Inverness and the city’s base for Shinty, it is also the
principal venue for commercially driven outdoor concerts
and major events in the city.
The culture element will see the redevelopment of the city’s
historic home of shinty through a refurbished grandstand,
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a new interactive museum of shinty and additional event
infrastructure to facilitate more large-scale outdoor events.
Economically, that will increase the range and number of
annual major events in the city and the Net Zero element
will be as above for the Northern Meeting Park.
Steven Mackenzie, Camanachd Association President said,
“The Camanachd Association look forward to hearing more
detail on how this funding will improve facilities at the Bught
Park. I’d also like to take this opportunity to thank all parties
involved in this successful funding application but particularly
the Camanachd Association Director and Staff who have worked
closely with Inverness Shinty Club to ensure shinty was an integral
part of the funding bid.”
This was furthered by Derek Keir, the Association’s CEO,
“The Camanachd Association were instrumental in bringing together a number of partners who shared in our vision for a Bught
Park that could excite people and become an iconic and modern
home to community sport and shinty. The news of the levelling up
fund is a true testament to the power of working in partnership
and we look forward to playing a key role in supporting the next
steps as plans for the Bught Park progress. I would like to pay
particular tribute to our team at the Camanachd Association
(Board past and present and staff) who have played a crucial
role in these developments so far, to inverness Shinty Club for
their continued work in the community and to our partners at
Highlife Highland, Highland Council and HIE who all played
a crucial role, we are very much excited about the next steps”
Highland Councillors were also pleased by the news, John
Finlayson stating, “I am delighted to hear such positive news
for Inverness, the Highlands and the game of Shinty and again
the success of this bid shows the importance of partnership
working between public bodies, sporting organisations and communities. I am sure everyone across the Highlands and within the
game of Shinty nationally, are excited by the prospect of upgraded
facilities at the Bught Park which will help sustain and develop our
sport in the years ahead.” With Highland Council Leader, Cllr
Margaret Davidson saying, “We look forward to working with
the Camanachd Association and the local community and
other stakeholders on the development of this great project
at the Bught.”

“Highland Council’s successful bid to the
UK governments levelling up fund is the
culmination of great work. If the river Ness
is the life blood of the City, then the Bught
green space area is its lungs and this funding
has the potential to transform these two
areas for everyone to enjoy, even more.
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WANTED: SHINTY REFEREES
Referees are vital to the continued development
of shinty and refereeing is an excellent way to
keep fit and stay involved in the great game. The
Camanachd Association are looking to recruit
more male and female referees ahead of the
2022 season, particularly for senior league
and cup matches.
As a shinty referee you get:
• Match fee & mileage allowance
• Matches can be allocated on a local basis
• Matches can be allocated to fit with
your availability
• The knowledge that you are giving back
to Scotland’s most historic sport

As a first step towards getting involved all
you need to do is attend a FREE Foundation
Refereeing Course.
If you are interested, or if you know someone
who would be, please get in touch with:
Astie Cameron
01463 715931 / 07912 731295 /
astie.cameron@shinty.com

THANKS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The Camanachd Association would like to thank all those who
contributed to the articles and photographs in the production of
this 2021 edition of the Shinty Yearbook.
Special thanks are extended to Neil G Paterson who provided
most of the images for the yearbook and to Fraser MacKenzie
who acted as a great mentor to the editor in 2019.
Further support in the production of the Yearbook was also
provided by the C.A. staff however great credit must be
extended to Aarron Duncan-MacLeod who wrote and led on
many of the articles in the Shinty Yearbook 2021.
We also extend our thanks for copy provided by, David
Calder, Fraser MacKenzie, Katie Drain, Michael Bentley, Neil
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Sutherland, Lisa MacColl and Rev Dr Roderick MacLeod. Special
thanks must go to Dr Hugh Dan MacLennan for his support
with articles from previous editions of the Shinty Yearbook. As
mentioned, Neil Paterson took the bulk of the photographs but
thanks must also go to Kevin McGlynn, Stephen Lawson, Michael
Bentley, Andrew Sinclair, Graham Bell, Katie Drain, Donald
Cameron, Iain Ferguson & Fiona Young who also provided
pictures.
Finally a huge thank you to the wider shinty community who
have also contributed to the 2021 Shinty Yearbook
The Shinty Yearbook was edited by Aarron Duncan-MacLeod
with the layout being undertaken by our friends at Lateral North.
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MOWI AWARDS 2021
The 2021 MOWI AWARDS were a ‘virtual’ celebration of achievements, in place of the annual
ceremony in order to respect and to celebrate the achievements of sportsmen and women in
shinty and their impact on their community during the unique years of 2020 and 2021.
The Mowi Awards aim to recognise the extraordinary efforts and incredible endeavour
that was required to deliver a shinty season in 2021.
The values, Award categories and winners are detailed below:

VALUE

AWARD CATEGORY
1.

Respect (CA)

Change (Mowi) and Continuous
improvement (CA)
Share (Mowi)

Trust (Mowi) & Responsibility (CA)

Passion (Mowi)

Community (CA)

Fair Play Award

WINNER
Ardnamurchan

2. Official of the Year Award

Des McNulty

3. Award for Innovation

Fort William Shinty Club –
Street League

4. Mowi Person of the Year

Norman Strachan

5. Social Responsibility Award

John Wallace, Kilmallie

6. Volunteer of the Year

Peter Jackson, Kilmallie

7.

Johnston Gill, Kinlochshiel

Coach of the Year

8. Player of the Year

Finlay MacRae, Kinlochshiel

9. Inspirational Young Person
of the Year

Euan MacCormick, Beauly

10. Community Club of the Year

Glenurquhart Shinty Club

11. Community Team of the Year

Kinlochshiel 1st Team

12. Community Youth / “Area
League” Team of the Year

Newtonmore 2nd & Youth Teams
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MOWI Person of the Year

Community Team of the Year Award: Kinlochshiel 1st Team

Fair Play Award: Ardnamurchan

Social Responsibility Award: John Wallace, Kilmallie

Award for Innovation: Fort William Shinty Club – Street League
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Inspirational Young player Award: Euan McCormick, Beauly

Volunteer Award: Peter Jackson, Kilmallie

Youth League Award: Newtonmore 2nd & Youth Teams

Community Club of the Year: Glenurquhart Shinty Club

Coach of the Year: Johnston Gill, Kinlochshiel

Player of the Year: Finlay MacRae, Kinlochshiel
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BEREAVEMENTS 2021
Alasdair Mackenzie (Lochcarron)
Alasdair &quot;Ham&quot; Mackenzie passed away 22nd
July 2020. Alasdair played for Lochcarron in the sixties and
early seventies picking up honours in the Sutherland Cup,
MacGillvary League, Dewar Shield and many other trophies.
Alasdair was always willing to help the club in whatever
way he could and was great at encouraging youngsters in
the club. Alasdair was extremely proud of both his sons Gordon and Alan - who both played for Lochcarron for many
years. Alasdair was a true stalwart of the club and is fondly
remembered by us all in Lochcarron.

Alex Campbell (Kilmory)
Alex was born and brought up in Furnace. He started
playing shinty for Lochfyneside Juniors in the 1950's.When
Lochfyneside disbanded Alex joined the local Furnace club
where he played in goals and won both MacAulay and Celtic
Cup winners medals. Alex had a long Association with
Kilmory being one of its original founders in 1977 and serving
on its committee in every capacity. Alex also served the
Camanachd Association well as a member of the South Area
and Disciplinary Committees.

Alasdair “Ally Mor” Morrison (Skye Camanachd)
Alasdair passed away on Monday, 6 April 2020, aged 69.
Ally Mor broke into the Skye Camanachd squad in the
early 1970s and forged a reputation as a determined wing
back. He was a member of the 1971 Sutherland Cup Final
team which narrowly lost to Ballachulish. His father, Ewen,
used his minibus to take the team to and from matches
during the 1970s. His cousin Chrisanne is the current club
secretary.

Alfie Fraser (Boleskine)
Alfie Fraser passed away on 13th March 2021. Alfie had a long
association with Boleskine Shinty Club, as a juvenile player
he was part of the team that reached the MacTavish Juvenile
Cup in 1957. Alfie was also part of the team that brought a
national trophy to the district in 1964 lifting the Sutherland
Cup, when Boleskine beat Kyles Athletic by four goals to nil at
Strachur. Further success followed, winning the MacGillivray
Junior league, Strathdearn cup and Dewar’s shield. Alfie
served on the Boleskine committee for many years and was
Vice President for a couple of years.

Alastair Alexander (BBC)
Alistair Alexander passed away in March 2021. He was
one of the old school and a great servant of the BBC’s
great commentary teams of the 1980s and beyond.
Alistair always loved the shinty and retained his interest
in the shinty, often enquiring after some of the legends
he admired so much such as Kerr “Barney” Crawford and
David “Tarzan” Ritchie. He frequently asked after them and
enquired as to “what the Frasers are up to.” Meticulous in
his presentation and fastidious when it came to detail, he
was a total Pro.

Alistair Milne (Beauly)
Beauly Shinty Club were saddened by the passing of Alistair
Milne on 27 March 2020 at the age of 92. Alistair, who
played for the club in fifties and sixties was affectionately
known as “Bumber”. He was a regular member of the highly
successful Beauly teams of the 1950s which captured four
Sutherland Cups and four Strathdearn Cup triumphs. He
would also go on to become a well-known local councillor in
Inverness.

Alastair Chambers (Kyles Athletic)
Alastair Chambers passed away peacefully on March 20th
at Erskine Glasgow aged 95 years. A fantastic player for
Kyles, his skill and sportsmanship are still remembered
with great affection by those lucky enough to witness them.
These qualities earned him the title of "The Gentleman of
Shinty".
Alastair Tyronney (Lovat)
Alastair Tyronney January 1936 – August 2021. Ali was
one of 3 brothers, George & Hugh who played for Lovat
. He made his senior debut at the age of 17, just missing
out in the Camanachd winning team of 1953. He played at
half back & was well regarded by his fellow players. The
highlight of his senior career was winning the MacGillivray
League Cup in 1966.
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Allan Macdonald (Caberfeidh)
Allan sadly passed away in February 2021. Allan played for
Caberfeidh in some of the first matches following WWII and
continued to play until the late 1950s. Following the end of his
playing career he worked the grounds at Castle Leod and was
a valued committee member at Caberfeidh.
Angus Ferguson (GMA)
Angus was the type of individual who are an essential
requirement of successful clubs; dependable, reliable
and committed. He first played shinty in the Ballachulish
Juvenile team of 1947, but his proudest moment was a heroic
performance as goalkeeper of the Glasgow Mid Argyll team
which, in 1964, recorded their first ever victory over Kyles
Athletic in a final of the Celtic Cup. Gus then gave many years
of unstinting service to his club committee, including a threeyear term as President.

Angus John ‘Banana’ MacDonald (Skye Camanachd)
Angus passed away, 7 December 2021, aged 93, Evesham,
where he retired, after a successful career as a banker
in Skye, Tanzania and latterly Kenya. He was one of the
five MacDonald brothers of Seafield House, Portree,
affectionately known as 'the bananas'. Angus was the last
surviving member of the 1950 Sutherland Cup winning
team. His brother Roddie, aged 95, living in Edinburgh,
played for Aberdeen University and is the oldest surviving
Aberdeen Varsity 'blue'.
Bill Dey (Kingussie)
Bill Dey passed away suddenly, but peacefully, with his
family at The Birches, Tomatin, on 13th May 2021, aged 86
years. Bill Dey was Head Gamekeeper at Pitmain Estate,
Kingussie, for many years. As well as being very supportive
of the club off the pitch he was a keen supporter of all KCC
teams following his son Sandy’s career.
Billy MacKinnon (Skye)
Billy MacKinnon Skye Camanachd lost one of their favourite
sons when Billy MacKinnon, Portree passed away on 23rd
June 2021. Billy’s finest moment in a Skye Camanachd
shirt came when he played full forward in the club’s 1950
Sutherland Cup winning team. Billy’s contribution to Skye
Camanachd was recognised when he was made a VicePresident, a position which acknowledges those who have
made a significant contribution to the club. That recognition
was extended further when Billy was given the honour of
being made Skye Camanachd Chieftain for the maximum
three-year period between 2012 and 2014.
Bob Munro (Lochcarron)
Bob Munro, passed away 4th April 2021. Bob was heavily
involved in the club for over 23 years. His main role (of
which he had many) was as coach helping lead the team
to cup success in the Balliemore Cup 1999 & 2002. Bob
was always so proud of the Clubs achievements. Bob's
commitment to the Club was outstanding - through both
the good times and the bad. Although Bob had not been
in the best of health his sudden passing was a great shock
to both his family and to the club. Bob is a huge loss to
Lochcarron Camanachd and is very much missed by us all.
Chris Robinson (Newtonmore)
Chris was a loyal supporter of Newtonmore and his
company CR Construction have sponsored their U14 team
for several years. He was a familiar face to many in the
shinty community.

Colin McFadyen (Lochaber)
Colin McFadyen Died on the 28th of November 2021 aged
76. Colin kept goal in the same Lochaber Camanachd team
as Ronnie . He is remembered as a cool, steady and skilful
goalkeeper and a mainstay of the team for many years. Colin
had a very successful career in the licensed trade moving to
the Inverness area where he was known as a genial and kindly
mine host in all of the establishments he managed.
David McMillan (Inverness)
Davie was a genuine shinty character who was a longstanding member of Inverness for many years after early
connections with Lovat and Caberfeidh. Known by many far
and wide, shinty was a lifelong love of his both on and off the
field as a player, coach, supporter and friend.
Denis Swanson (Inverness)
Denis, the Laird of the Bught, helped Inverness to Camanachd
Cup glory in 1952. He hung up his playing boots at the age of
45, but for the next 51 years remained at the heart of shinty
and Inverness as a referee, committee member and supporter.
A shinty pillar indeed.

Derek Young (Kingussie)
Derek Young passed away in June 2021. A larger-than-life
character, Derek played for KCC in the 1950’s and 60’s and
was part of the Macaulay Cup winning team in 1960. His
proudest moments must have come in 1984 and 2019, both at
Mossfield, as he watched son Dallas win his first Camanachd
Cup and then grandson Roddy win his first Macaulay Cup and
then give Derek his medal.
Donald Allan MacKinnon (Skye Camanachd)
Donald passed away Friday, 24 December 2021, aged 85.
Skye Camanachd lost one of their most loyal supporters when
Donald passed away. Donald was a regular attender at Skye
matches until recently and was made a Skye Camanachd
Vice-President in recognition of his support for the club.
Skye plays the John MacKinnon Memorial Sixes each year in
memory of his brother John and his nephew Ewen MacKinnon
played in Skye’s 1990 Camanachd Cup winning side.
Donsie MacLean (Lovat)
December 1933 – August 2020. Donsie, playing full back,
was a mainstay of the Lovat team throughout the 50’s & 60’s.
Although trophies eluded him he loved the game & went on
to referee for a short period after his playing career ended.
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Dougie MacDougall (Kingussie)
Dougie MacDougall passed in October 2021. He was born
in 1928 and was one of Kingussie's most loyal and welltravelled supporters for the best part of a Century. He was
born in Kingussie and his father worked at Invereshie Estate.
For decade after decade, he followed Kingussie shinty team,
often along with his sons Alan and Douglas, wherever the
team was playing.
Dougie Macintyre Senior (Oban Camanachd)
Dougie passed, aged 89, on 19th February 2021. Dougie
MacIntyre Snr was generally regarded within the game as
one of its greatest players, and to some possibly the best “of
all time”. Over a long career in shinty Dougie played for all
three Oban teams Lorn, Celtic and Camanachd gaining the
distinction of coming on at age 49 as a substitute for the
latter in the 1981 Camanachd Cup Final versus Newtonmore.
Although the game was beyond Oban when he came on
Dougie electrified the crowd with his dribbling skills against
very experienced opponents so much so that one of his
mazy runs was shown for many years by the BBC in their
introduction to “Sportscene” on Saturday nights.
Dougie Smyllie (Kilmory)
Dougie was born in Inveraray and played shinty for the
village team in the 1960's winning a Sutherland Cup medal.
When Dougie moved to Furnace like most of the Furnace
men at that time he joined Kilmory shinty club. At Kilmory
Dougie enjoyed much success as a forward playing in
teams which won the Bullough Cup and South League
two title. After retiring from playing Dougie went on to be
a Camanachd Association referee and served briefly as
Kilmory manager.
Duncan Angus Nicolson (Skye Camanachd)
Angus passed away on Tuesday, 19 May 2020, aged 51. After
progressing through the Portree High shinty ranks, under the
watchful eye of DR MacDonald, he established himself as
a defender in the Skye Camanachd second team. He was a
member of the 1988 Sutherland Cup winning side alongside
his brother “Columbo” and went on to Strathdearn Cup
success. Angus never lost his love of shinty and played in the
2016 John MacKinnon Memorial Sixes.
Duncan MacVicar (Col Glen & Kyles Athletic)
Duncan MacVicar passed away in November 2021. Duncan
played for Kyle Athletic for 15 years during which time he
won 2 Camanachd Cup Winners Medals, in 1980 and in
1983. 1983 was undoubtedly the pinnacle of Duncan’s career
as he captained the winning team in the Camanachd Cup,
receiving a silver mounted caman. His wife Jackie proudly
wears the winner’s medal from that day.
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Effie Michie (Skye Camanachd)
Effie passed away suddenly, Tuesday, 28 December 2021
aged 87. Effie and her late husband Alex Michie were keen
supporters of Skye Camanachd, and their son George Michie
captained the side before his untimely passing in 1981.
The Annual George Michie Memorial Cup is played in his
memory. She was also a member of the famous Murchison
shinty family. Her late brother Angus was a 1950 Sutherland
Cup winner.
Gerrard MacLean Smith (Skye Camanachd)
Gerry passed away, January 15, 2021, aged 73. He was a
keen supporter of Skye Camanachd and helped the club’s
fund-raising efforts by selling Shinty Lotto tickets each week,
a huge source of income for the club, whilst refusing to take
commission. During his working life and retirement, Gerry’s
volunteer efforts included being an Auxiliary-in-Charge with
HM Coastguard in Portree and RNLI Portree paid their own
tribute following Gerry’s passing.
Iain Stewart (Lovat)
Iain Stewart July 1948 – October 2020. Iain had been a
long-time supporter of Lovat and served on the committee
for a time. Along with his wife June, Iain has been one of
the longest & most generous sponsors. He assisted with the
Centenary celebrations in 1988, purchased strips over the
years. Iain was also extremely generous with the purchase
of a superb new mini bus & was pivotal in the realisation
Lovat’s new pavilion.
Ian Bartlett (Caberfeidh)
Ian passed away on Saturday 18th December. Ian first played
shinty in Marybank School, then at Dingwall Academy and
thereafter went on to play Caberfeidh Shinty Club from
the mid-1950s right through to the 1980s. Ian came out
of ‘retirement’ in 2010 and 2015, at the age of 71 and 76
respectively, when he played for Caberfeidh Veterans teams
in matches against ‘Rest of the World’ Selects.
Ian Jackson (Ballachulish)
Ian Jackson passed away at Ardnaclach Farm, Appin, on 3rd
of May 2021. Ian is fondly remembered in Ballachulish, as a
very classy, competitive defender. Such was his standing in
the team, that at the start of 1958 season he was appointed
as the team’s vice- captain. He was a member of the team
that won the Munro Shield and the Bullough Cup in 1953
and was also a member of the Appin team in 1954, that
competed in the club’s first ever Sir William Sutherland
Cup Final.

Isabel Menzies (Newtonmore)
Unexpectedly, following a short illness, Isabel Menzies
passed away on Thursday 5th August, 2021, aged 92 years.
Isabel’s son Willie and grandson Evan are both Camanachd
Cup winners for Newtonmore.
Jackie Mackenzie (Lochcarron)
Jackie "Colonel" Mackenzie passed away 11th July 2021 in
Raigmore Hospital. Jackie is survived by sons Norman and
Fraser. He was part of the winning Sutherland Cup team
in 1955 and Strathdearn Cup in 1958 which he captained
(he had to go off with a broken nose in second half but
came back on in extra time and scored the winner)..and
the Sutherland Cup in 1959. Jackie was a former proprietor
of Lochcarron Garage. Jackie was a very loyal friend and
supporter to Lochcarron Camanachd and was a regular at
shinty matches in Lochcarron. Jackie is fondly remembered
by us all.
Janet MacLeod MacKinnon (Skye Camanachd)
Janet passed away, September 19,2021, aged 89. Janet was
the wife of the late Billy MacKinnon, one of the last two
surviving members of the 1950 Sutherland Cup winning
team. Her son Willie, and nephews Willie & Ross Cowie
were members of the 1990 Camanachd Cup winning team.
Her connections to shinty can be traced back to Tarskavaig,
though her father. During Winter shinty, she supplied flasks
of tea & coffee & biscuits to the players.
Jim Pearson (Oban Celtic)
Jim Pearson passed away in May 2021. Jim was a regular
in Oban Celtic's senior team playing in the Camanachd
Cup final in 1972 at Anniesland Glasgow where Celtic lost
to Newtonmore. After his playing days he coached Celtic's
juvenile and junior teams for many years. He remained a
staunch supporter of Oban Celtic with Jim helping with the
teas and his wife June taking the gate at home games and
both were regularly seen at Celtic's away games.
Jimmac Mackintosh (Glenurquhart)
Jimmac MacKintosh sadly passed away on 14th September
2021 aged 82. Jimmac was a key member of the successful
Glen side of the early 1960s. He continued to play regularly for the Glen into the mid-1970s and later managed the
side for a spell in the 1980s. A shinty man to his fingertips
Jimmac also found time to manage Strathglass and was as
supportive of the Glen’s traditional rivals as he was of his
own native Glen.
John Alexander MacKenzie (Lochcarron)
Passed peacefully on Sunday 11th July 2021 at Raigmore
Hospital, John Alexander Mackenzie, ‘Jackie Colonel’,
Balnacra, Lochcarron, aged 93 years, former Proprietor of
Lochcarron Garage and one-time Lochcarron Shinty Player.

John Alick Morrison (Beauly)
Beauly Shinty Club life member, ex-player, committee
member, Past Club President and Vice-Chieftain John Alick
Morrison passed away on 13 June 2020 after a brief illness.
John was an athletic wing centre in his hay day in the 1950s
& 60s and was extremely proud that his grandsons Calum
and Andrew followed in his footsteps by playing for Beauly.
John MacDougall (Kinlochshiel)
The community of Kinlochshiel, and indeed the wider Shinty
areas, were saddened by the news that John MacDougall
passed away peacefully on Wednesday 29th December.
John was in his 90th year and for almost thirty of these
years John looked after the financial affairs of Kinlochshiel
Shinty Club.
John MacRitchie (Lovat)
John MacRitchie March 1936 – July 2020. Although having a football background once John moved to Kiltarlity he
became involved with Lovat, serving on the committee &
being a devoted supporter for many years. His 3 sons went
on to play senior shinty for Lovat with his son John being the
President of the Club
John Park McPhail (Col Glen)
Passed suddenly on the 12th August 2020
Beloved Husband of the late Sandra, wonderful Dad to
Aileen and Lindsey and loving Pa to John, Grant and Laurie.
A Col Glen stalwart who liked nothing more than to spend
his Saturday afternoon up the Glen, having a blether and
watching the boys playing shinty. It made him proud to see
his Grandson John playing for his old team.
Johnnie Sinclair (Caberfeidh)
Johnnie Sinclair passed away in October 2022. He played
for the Club from the late 1940s until the 1970s and was
a member of the team who won the Senior MacGillivray
League in 1963. His playing was of such a high standard
that he was selected on a number of occasions to play for
the North team in the annual fixture against the South for
the Caol Cup and on one victorious occasion was the
North Captain.
Kenny MacNiven (GMA)
Kenny was one of a small band of players who transformed
shinty into a highly skilled, dynamic, modern sport. The
origins of his capabilities as a shinty player were unconventional. A gift of natural athleticism helped him excel at
football while at school, and at golf when he began his
career as a greenkeeper. By combining those attributes
with the shinty skills developed during frequent back-garden tussles with his two big brothers, Alastair (Ackie) and
Donnie, the outcome was an outstanding playing career. The
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highlights were five Glasgow Celtic Society Cup medals with
Glasgow Mid Argyll and playing for Scotland five times, once
as captain. His prime achievement was the award of the
Albert Smith Medal as the outstanding player in the final
when GMA won the Camanachd Cup in 1973.
Louis A H K Stewart MBE (Inverness)
Louis was Chieftain of Inverness and a former Patron of the
Camanachd Association. He was a loved sporting legend –
successful at shinty, a renowned Highland Games athlete
and a fine shot as part of the Scottish Clay Pigeon team. He
was amazing at working his magic to repair any stick!
Mabel Sloggie (Invergarry)
The Shinty world was saddened to hear of the passing of
Mabel on Friday, 3rd December. Mabel was a regular attendee at Shinty matches throughout the length of the country
accompanying her late husband John, often acting as Goal
Judge whilst John refereed. For over 40 years Mabel and
John produced hand-made shinty sticks for players throughout Scotland, and beyond from their workshop beside the
family home.
Malcolm “Cal” MacKinnon (Skye Camanachd)
Malcolm passed away, 15 October 2021, aged 72. Cal was a
regular at Skye Camanachd games and was a popular figure
as he took his place pitchside with his brothers Alasdair
and Peter. He also played for the club on several occasions.
There was a minute’s silence as a mark of respect following
Cal’s passing ahead of the Alasdair Morrison Memorial
Cup match between Skye and Lochcarron , Pairc nan Laoch,
Portree, Saturday 16 October.
Margaret MacIntyre (Kilmallie)
Margaret MacIntyre, wife of Kilmallie stalwart and former
Secretary and Executive Officer of the Camanachd
Association, Alastair MacIntyre, passed away peacefully
on Wednesday 10th Feb 2021.
Mary Ann Henton BEM (Lovat)
Mary Ann took over as treasurer of Lovat Shinty Club in the
60’s and carried on this thankless task for over 50 years. Her
devotion to the club saw her travel far and wide to support
all of the teams from kids right through to the ladies and
senior teams. Mary Ann served on the Camanachd
Association Disciplinary Committee for many years,
and she was awarded the British Empire Medal in 2014
for her services to shinty. Mary Ann’s family history with
Lovat Shinty Club goes back a long way including her father,
Geordie MacPherson who was groundsman at Balgate,
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and then she went on to marry her late husband Jackie
Henton, another Lovat legend who sadly passed away in
2014. Jackie was a famous goalkeeper for the club and the
family connection continued with nephews George, John and
Cameron MacRitchie having all playing for the club. John has
since gone on to manage the senior team including winning
the Camanachd Cup in 2015 and is now club President.
Neil MacKinnon Clark (Fort William)
Neil will be remembered for a lifetime’s dedicated service to
Fort William Shinty Club. For over six decades Neil’s enthusiasm for his home club never waned. With his playing days
over he threw himself into coaching and the administration
side of the sport. An excellent fund raiser and wise counsel
he was instrumental in the Fort establishing itself in the top
tier of shinty. His characteristics as a resolute and stubborn
defender stood him in good stead when he entered local
politics and he proved to be a doughty fighter for Lochaber.
Failing health in his last two years did not deter a determined
Neil from being on the An Aird sidelines to encourage his
beloved Gearasdan.
Norman Mackenzie (Ballachulish)
It was with great sadness, the village of Ballachulish received
the news of the death of Norman MacKenzie (Naggy), at
the Belford Hospital, on the 1st April 2021, one day after celebrating his 79th birthday. In the 1965 Sir William Sutherland
Cup semi-final against Kyles Athletic, Naggy scored four
goals in a 5-3 victory. Sadly, the team suffered their only
defeat of the season in the final, losing 3-1 to an excellent
Lochaber Camanachd. However, he was part of the team
that won the Bullough Cup, The Munro Shield and the
Campbell Cup that season.
Rab Muir (Kingussie)
Rab played for Kingussie 1st team over four decades, making
his debut in 1959 and playing his last game in 1987. The
goal keeper that famous day in 1961 at Fort William when
Kingussie overcame Oban Celtic to take the Camanachd
Cup back to the town for the first time in 40 years, Rab
went on to captain the team to MacTavish Cup and League
title success in 1962.
Robert Samuels MacLeod (Fort William)
Bobby MacLeod, who followed in his father’s footsteps as
Chieftain of Fort William Shinty Club, was a well-kept figure
in the shinty world. A prominent player throughout the 1950s
Bobby put in a ‘Man of the Match’ performance in the 1956
MacAulay Cup Final. However it was as a goal judge in John
Henderson’s team which brought him most recognition and
respect throughout the game. Bobby, a genial and sociable

man, enjoyed the post-match contact with shinty minded
people. With his pawky humour you never wearied in his
company. Bobby will be remembered in Lochaber and
beyond as an all-round sportsman. He was a former
Captain of Fort William Golf Club and his hobbies as
a young man included football and motor cycle trials.
Tony Cohen (Inverness)
Tony had presence both in stature and play. He was one of
the fittest shinty players about in his day as well as being
a Highland Games field events star. Playing for Lovat and
Kingussie, he then spent more than 20 years at Inverness
in the heart of our defence.
Úna Henry (Aberdour)
Una Henry passed away in April 2021. Úna was part of the
1st Aberdour team to compete in the National League. She
was a fantastic player and was key in helping the team to
two Valerie Fraser Women's Camanachd Cup Finals. Úna
also played for GAA club Glenullin.

William ‘Duchan’ MacPherson (Skye Camanachd)
William “Duchan” passed away, April 15, 2021, aged 85.
Duchan broke into the Skye Camanachd side in the 1950s.
He was a member of the Skye teams who were runners-up
to Ballachulish in the 1971 Sutherland Cup Final and won
the 1977 Division 3 championship. In later years, Willie
was named a Skye Camanachd Vice-President to recognise
his contribution to the club. His son Allan played for Skye,
Aberdeen University and latterly for Lewis Camanachd.
William “Billy” Ross MacKinnon (Skye Camanachd)
William “Billy” passed away, June 23, 2021, aged 94. Billy
was a member of the 1948 Robertson Cup & 1950 Sutherland
Cup Winning sides. He was Skye Camanachd Chieftain
2012-2014 and a Grandson of Billy Ross. His Grandfather
William Ross was a prominent figure during the club’s
early development and a member of the 1898 MacTavish
Cup winning side. He was also a war hero lost in tragic
circumstances at the Battle of Festubert in 1915.
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DUNCAN CAMERON
August 1940 - July 2020
Duncan was one of the small band of dedicated individuals
who have shouldered the responsibility of leading shinty’s
governing body since the administration of the Camanachd
Association was first professionalised. His contribution
was made at periods of immense change for the organisation from being a single person administration to a largely
government funded and resourced organisation under the
supervision of the national sports agency, Sportscotland. The
sport today owes a great deal to the leadership, dedication
and commitment of those individuals, who with the full-time
staff, steered the sport to where it is today. Duncan was a
shinty activist for most of his life. He became a local hero
in his native Ballachulish when, at the age of 11, he scored
the only goal in both the semi and final ties of the 1951
MacKay Cup.
He won a second MacKay Cup medal the following season.
At the age of sixteen he left home for an apprenticeship
in Glasgow and was quickly recruited by the Glasgow Mid
Argyll club. Within a few weeks he had won his first senior
medal, the first of seven as winners of the Celtic Cup. This
remains a club record today.
The world of shinty Duncan discovered in Glasgow was
completely different from what he had become familiar
with in the strong shinty community of North Argyll. New
club members were welcomed, not only for their talents as
players, but also for potential skills and interests they might
possess which could strengthen the operation of the club.
Thus Duncan, as a young player, began to experience the
complexities of running a minority-sport club in a non-shinty
playing area. A major difference in these days from today,
was that club officials met together regularly at meetings
of the Camanachd Association to discuss and decide on
matters relating to the administration of competitions and
the general running of the sport. Duncan’s service to his
club began as a committee member and later continued
as secretary, social convenor and president. He was coach
to the second team for a number of years, but inevitably he
was drawn into serving the administration and management
of his sport at national level.
In 1981 major change was introduced in shinty, which
included a restructuring of the Camanachd Association and
how it conducted its business. The elected members of the
Executive Committee were each given responsibility to form
a subcommittee for the purpose of managing key functions
of the sport’s operations. On being elected to the EC, Duncan
became convenor of the Development Committee with the
remit to produce a competition structure that would help to
enhance playing standards across the sport. The eventual
outcome was the concept of national leagues.
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During the periods of Duncan’s service to shinty’s governing
body, the system of governance changed radically, and
office-bearers were required to accept stringent duties
and responsibilities that had never existed in shinty before.
The changes began with the appointment of a full-time
administrator, then three youth development officers
were appointed. Other changes followed until, in 2005,
the CA became a company, limited by guarantee, with the
administration being funded by Sportscotland. The new
responsibilities included implementing, through sport,
government policies on a range of legal and social issues,
such as increasing the number of participants, greater
emphasis on the duty of care of players and officials, and
child protection regulations. Employment regulations and
responsibilities to the paid staff added further complexities
to the burden shouldered by senior office-bearers.
Duncan was the only person to have been elected twice
to the office of President of The Camanachd Association.
He served two terms in the office from 1994 to 2000 and
was elected to one further term from 2008 to 2011. On
completion of his first term as President he was elected
President of the Glasgow Celtic Society, a post he held
for seventeen years, during which the Society celebrated
the 100th final of its competition in 2004 and the 150th
anniversary of its founding in 2006.
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Our vision is an active Scotland where
everyone benefits from sport.

In an active Scotland we will all find ways to be physically active every
day. Keeping moving at home and at work. Taking an active approach
to getting around. Choosing to be active in our leisure time.
An active Scotland is one where people are encouraged to take part in
sport at all levels, meeting fewer barriers and feeling more included.
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COLLECTORS
CHECKLIST
Tick the yearbook’s you have in your collection then
use the guide to hunt down the ones you need!
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